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Pro-Noriega troops crush rebellion
U.S. denies involvement in ousting dictator
PANAMA CITY, Panama (()PI)
- Loyalist bOOps ~ a rebellion Tuesday by mid-level
Panamian military officers who
stormed 3!:. z.'lY headquarters and
demanded the retirement of military chief Gen. Manuel Antonio
Noriega, military officials and
state-run news media said.
Panama City television reponect
that pro-Noriega troops had retaken the central barracks of the
Panama Defense Forcel. amid

heavy fighting and "all rebel officers have lain down their weapons
and surrendered." A dusk-to-dawn
curfew was imposed in the capital
A smiling Noriega ~peared OIl
national television in the evening
lO announce the revol. had been
put down. He denied news a.ports
he was wounded during the fighting and accused the United States
of directing the rebellion.
"For weeks we had received this
infonnalion that now (Americans)

were going lO penetmle, trying hl
confuse medium-level officers."
said Noriega, SUlTOUJIded by about
20 military officers and government officials. He said loyalist
forces now controlled the country,
adding, "We will maintain this
order."
In Wasbington, a State
Department spokesman confinned
the c.lup attempt apparently had
faile<: and that the U.S. governIDeI'!

was "now looking at CODSe-

quencc:s, trying lO sort through the
evidt:nce."
The White House emphatically
denied U.S. involvement in the
attempt to oust Noriega, who is
wanted in the United StaleS Oil
drug charges and whose removal
the administration bas sought
through peaceful means.
Nooega was indicted in Miami
and Tampa, Fla., OIl Feb. 4, 1988,
on racketeering and cocaine con-

spiracy charges roc allegedly turning Panama iUlO a safe haven for
Colombian drug krds. Noriega bas
accused the United States of seek-

ing his removal in order lO retain
control over the Panama Canal.
Panamanian Defense Forces
spokesman Maj. Edgardo Lopez
Grimaldo said the coup attempt
bad been crushed by 1 p.m., and
six soldiers bad been wounded in
the fighting. About 50 sOldiers
involved in the revolt had surrendered their anns and the coup 1eaders had been arrested, he said.
A PDF statement late Thesday
said two of the four mid-level officers who launched the coup
See PANAMA, Paget

No fonnal action taken
in ATO pledge incident
By Theresa LIvingston
Staff Writer
A Unhersity student injured
during an Alpha Tau Omega fraternity initiation ceremony was
released from Memorial Hospital
of Carbondale Monday, but an
investigation of the mattr..c is pend~e~uate student for Greek
Graduate student Craig lackson
said although he tJOpes lO get the

SevetaI boats at the CIab otr:haId MaIfna BIe
left stranded TueSday as lI/at..Qf'levels are

Crab·Ord1araWater project··
improving outdoor activities
By PhD Pearson
Staff Writer
Lowering the water level in
Crab Orchard Lake so repair
WOlk can be tione on the dam is
improving some outdoor recreational activities, lim Camc7on,
refuge outdoor recreation plan-

ner,said.
"Tbe biggest plus w",uld be
the fishing," Cameron said.
He said anglers are catcbing
the ev(2'-popular Iargemoutb bass
with regular frequency, and most
of the bass he bas seen have been
big ones.
Though most anglers release
the fish after catching them, Jt.e
minimwn keeping size bas been
raised from 15 lO 18 inches lO
prevent too many large bass
from being taken, Cameron said.
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Norrell Wallace, refuge man- over time, Wallace said.
ager, said the lowering of the . . Wallace said the original
water level four feet. wbich nprap was lOr) small. anyway.
began SepL 1, is almost comA filler blanket and larger
plete.
riprap will be put in place and
"We're two or three temhs (of the lake should be back up to
a foot) of where we want lO be," normal pool sometime in
Wallace said.
Wallace said the purfJOse of See DOWN, Page 8
the drawdown is so construction
crews can conect problems built
into the dam dowg the original
construction of the Work
Projects Administration and the
Civilian Conservation Corps in
the late 1930s.
The original construction did
not include a filter blanket, a
~
layrz of sand on the face of the
dam, which would keep the
Gus says fishing Isn't on
riprap, the large rocks along the
the Jevel these days at
d':":l, from slipping into the lake
Crab Orchard Lake.
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right hand.
"Friel was running outside wearing a blindfold while fraternity
member Michael Cababe yelled
'left and right' to direct bim,"
Smith said. "Cababe yelled at lum
lO SlOp, but he didn't bear him and
slammed inlO the Sigma Kappa
sorority kitchen window."
Uni\"-ersity Police officer Phillip
Saupe said a fmger on Friel'l. right
hand was mangled and the bone

matter seuIed as soon as possible, w~Wno comment Tuesday,
nolhing had been detetmined as of but previously said he was ''pretty
Tuesday.
"Right now, we're just going sure" he would Slay with the Craterthrough all the official Ch3MeIs.l1ityJ's ~d the .
..
W~ doD~t have aD,)01.bina OD the ,"
ac..".... &aJ
IDve8Ugatlon
in'Yestigalioa as of yet. Jackson ". "bad . been. hampered be<:ause
said.
""
Hamet WIlson-Barlow,8SS1SlaRt
LL "Andrew Smith of the director of student development,
UniversityPoiice said J~unes Friel, had a previous commitment this
20, 600 E. Campus Dr., was weeJe and .w~ not available to
ft

involved in an inhla!ioo caemony
Friday night Friel broke the window and suffered Iaca-ations to his

~ r.ht: SllWllJon.

Jackson said no charges had
been filed as of Tuesday.

High Court could terminate
political patrc\nage in Illinois
By Jackie Spinner

pledging support for a Candidate

SIaffWrilar

The U:S. Supreme,Court agreed
Monday to review a case between
die Illinois Republican Pmty and
state wodrers that could tenninaIe
political patronage in Illinois.
"If the rourt should decide [in

fa~or of tlle workersl, tltey are
gomg to lear up Dlinois pallOnage
and the political parties will be
weakened," Barbara Brown,
University paliticaI science lecIur-

ez,sa:~

Politica: pa..~~ she said, is

.ad expec!ing IOger aomedling in
Tehml, ·wbethcriLbe.a job or
1DOIJe}~

The conn -said it.wiD bear an

~ by two stale employees and

a state ~ applicant. who said they
were denied promOlIOIl ~ employment by the GOP and Gov. James
R. Thompson because they did not
support the state Republican party.
The suit was filed in July 1985
by Mary Lee Leahy, a Springfield
Democratic auomey. She is suing
See COUFn; Paga8

City approves money for needy youths
By Lisa Miller

.department of Ho!Wng and UJban
Development
As outlined by HUD, the h0usThe Carbondale City Council ing authority must match HUO's
voted unanimously Tuesday to grant 100 percent with local and
contribute money lO help create private funds, Seed said.
sports programs and cultural clubs
Although the housing authority
foryouths living in public housing requested $5,000 l:S contribution
anll ch31lenged the rest of the com- from the city, the council only
munity to do the same.
donated SI,(XX>.
James Seed. executive director
"I recommended that the council
of the Jackson County Housin~ alllllQrize a SI,OOO commitment as
Authority, said in a letter to the city's contribution lOwards the
Carbondale Ma"or Neil Dillard local match, with the funds to be
that he asked the City for $5,000 lO expen~e~ only if the housing
help malCh the funds the housing authonty IS successful in raising
authority received from the federal the additional $41XXJ needed from
Staff Writer

other ~vid~ and ~ in the
commUDlty, Steve Hoffner, city

manager. said.
Dillanl said he hoped others in
the community would come forward and help contribute to the

program.
"It (the program) is well worth
it, jf we can raise the money,"

Dillard said.

Seed said the city of Carnondale
has the largest population of
youths living in low-income h0using in lackson County.
"Statistics show overwbt"Jrninglv
that public housing r,~denlS
among !he very highest segment of

are

our population targeted by illegal
drug deaJm in their recruitment of

people wb~ distribute and use
drugs," Sa.'d said.
Hoffner said the money would
be PlillO good use since it was "the
goal of the bousing authority to
provide alternative, constructive
activities for youths living in

public housing."
Seed said the success of the ~
gram depends on the suppon of the
city and community at large.
The housing authority is nOl
only seeking funds, but advice and

Sea COlNlL, Page 9
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world/nation

East Germans to evacuate
Czechoslovakia's capital
PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia (lJPI) - Thousands of East Gennans who
so~ght refuge in an embassy were told Tuesday they will be allowed to
elTIlgrate to West Gennany, the second "freedom train" in three days from
the Czechoslovakia capital. West Gennan Ambassador Hennan Huber
appeared before the estimated 6.000 refugees camped in and around mat
country's embassy grounds and announced, "I have just tx:.en told by my
foreigrr. ministel', Mr. (Hans·Dietrich) Genscher, that your exit has been
arranged."
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Soviet foreign minister visits Nicaragua

~) China Updateo~
SIU Students report on Washington, D.C.

MANAGUA. Nicaragua (lJPI) - Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard
Shevardnadze arrived in Nicaragua Tuesday for a 24-hour visit held in the
context of ongoing changes in the close relationship between Moscow
and the leftist Managua government Shevardnadze, who visited the
United States and discussed Central American problems with SccretaIy of
State James B:!lc:er last week, was met at Managua's International Airport
by President Daniel Ortega

October 1st March

Bogota struck by 8 drug-related bombings

- Thursday, Oct. 5, noon---

• bring your lunch •

BOGOTA, Colombia (UPI) - Eight bombs apparently linked to
Colombia's drug war exploded in three cities Monday night and Tuesday
and police said a drug trafficker captwed in &.uador last week has been
moved to Bogota jail. Police said ~';o bombs exploded in Bogota
overnight and six others were reported in the coastal cities of Sanla Mana
and Barranquilla. No one v.'8~ reponed wounded in the attaCks. which
police blamed on cocaine cartel·financed terrorists. The bombs in BogOIa
- one thrown from a car and the other from a taxi - damaged a video
stor~ and several other businesses in northern Bogota.

Intelfaim Center
913 S. Illinois
(at Grand Ave.)
549·7387

sponsored oy:
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This coupon entitles the bearer to purchase
any lunch special for only $3.95.
<.. Includes any item on luncheon menu.)
Offer good from 11 :OOam-4:00pm.
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University Mall,
Carbondale and is
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WASHINGTON (UPI) - In advance of a House vote, Speaker
Thomas Foley, D-Wash.,and Thesday that whatever the outcome on
repeal of Medicare catastrophic illness coverage, the furor over the
program would hinder future health legislation. The vote on the repeal
was originally scheduled for the early afternoon but was delayed until
today when the house became bogged down in debate on the Interior
Deparunent appropriations bill. Foley refused to predict the outcome of
the catastrophic case vote but said there was "very strong" suppon for
repeal in both parties.

I

Democrats request aid for Poland, Hungary

I

WASHlNOlON (UPI) - Democratic congressional leaders, saying
President Bush is not doing enough to help emerging democratic
govenunents in Poland and Hungary, Tuesday presented an $887 million.
three-year-old aid package for the countries. The plan, aimed at short·
tenn and loog-tenn needs for the two countries, calls for rescheduling up
to $2.3 billion in loans and other assistance from multilateral banks.
House Speaker Thomas Foley, D-Wash., and Senate Democratic leadaGOOIge Mitchel!~ D-Maine, 8IlIlOIJIICed the plan at a news conference.

I
I
I
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COMEDY

Catastrophic insurance repeal vote delayed

•

Judy Gold
TONIGHT

Student Center
Big Muddy Room
Admission $1

state

No leads in kidnapping case
involving Indiana woman
EFFINGHAM (UPI) - State police said Tuesday they had no new
leads in the alxluction of a Sullivan,lnd.. woman, kidnapped at gunpoint
by a boyfriend. Trooper Ralph Boabnan said nothing had turned up since
a state dragnet for Dorolhy L. Quillen, 19, and her alleged abductor, Jady
Lamont James, 25, of Fort Wayne, Ind.. ended at 5 p.m. SUJ<day. "We're
just waiting for the veJricle to be spotted." Boannan said.

The Daily Egyptian bas esaablished an aa:wacy desk. If JeadeIS spot an
euor, they can call 536--3311, extension 233 or 229.

At 6'3" ,Judy Gold reaches new comedic heights
with sparkling ingenuity, caustic comebacks (which
can devastate the most persistent of hecklers) and
a host of hilarious accounts of everything from a father
who thinks the title of Cher's movie "Moonstuck" is
"SunstF>ke" to side splitting stories of being the tallest
kid in the 8th grade (and the 9th, 10th, 11th.. ). Critics
everywhere agree that Judy Gold is a quickly rising
Slar. Catch her this fall right here at the Comedy Cellar!
Page 2, Daily Egyptian. October 4, 1989
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High school students playing academic ga-mes
By Chris Walka
StatfWriter

High school students who have
the gift of quick recall and a wellrounded knowledge of all topics
compete against their peers, and
time, via participation in the HI-Q
competition.
In its sixth year, the competition
covers a spectrum of topics, from
math and science 10 literature, arts
and history.
According to Thomas Puckett,
coordinator for the contest, it is
geared much toward the Scholar
BowL
The HI-Q competition matches
are televised on WSIU-TV. The
competition, SjJOnsored by SIU-C,
started Monday and will continue
until a grand champion is named
Feb. 5, 1990.
According to Puckett., the teams
involved are entered on a firstcome, first-served basis. iii all, 32
teams will cor ;>(:te in the single
elimination contest
Puckett said the contest is not on
a national basis yet. bUl efforts are
being made to try and enter the

Stall Pholo b~ Jack Schneider

HJ..Q host MarvIn KIeIneu briefs students from AJamont and Norris City high schools before the taping of Scholastic HJ..Q Monday.
winner into the national contest,
held in Texas.
The contest is divided into three
segments: two toss-up rounds
where any team can answer the
question, a rapid-fue session and a

final toss-up session. For each correct answer, 10 points are awarded.
During the rapid-fue session, the
team with the lowest score goes
fIrst The team's caplain answers
all the questions during this ses-

sion, but team consultation is permitted.
"We want schools to believe in
academic preparation," Marvin
Kleinau, acting dean of the College
of Communication and Fine Arts

and moderator of the show, said.
Chris Asplin, team captain and

senior, said each team member had
their own field of expertise, and
the team had been practicing for
300Ul four weeks.

Uninformed students~ burden on Health Service
By Phil Pearson
Staff Writer

Students who are feeling sick,
but who don't understand their
symptoms are putting a b:aden on
the under-staffed Health Service,
Judy Dyer, Health Service director
of communications, said
Dyer said the service is advertising for a full-time doctor and a few
part-time positions, She said the
problem is a combination of being
under-staffed and of students
thinking they have one illness
when they actually have another,
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less severe affliction. such as the
common cold.
Chris Labyk, coordinator of the
Student Health Assessment Center
and a registered nurse. said many .
students who think they have the
flu may have something as simple
as the common cold or an allergy
which often can be taken care of
without treatment at the Health
Service.
Labyk blames the change in the
weather and the fall allergy season
for most complaints. Also, many
students not from Southern Illinois

are exposed to viruses and allergy-
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Labyk said a person should see a
doctor if a persistent cough lasts
two or m~ weeks.
Dyer said persons seeking care
at the Health Service should make
an appoinunent if possible.

Call for Delivery
529-5020 or 549-1013......
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"The flu is a lot like a col",
except you get muscle aches,"
Labyksmd.
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Symptoms of influenza, the most
serious of the three common complaints in the fall, includes all the
symptoms of a cold plus feeling

99¢ Hotdogs
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caused by a virus, is the most common complaint and impossible to
cure because of the hundreds of
She suggested a student who is viruses that can cause a cold
"You could have a cold every
feeling iii go to the Student Health
Assessment Center. located on the year of your life and nevcr have
frrst floor of the Student Center at the same virus," Labyk said
the south end of the building.
Labyk said symptoms of a cold,
Labyk said a student can take his which last seven to 10 days,
own temperature and talk to a include a temperature and congesnurse who will advise the student tion.
whether or not a trip to the Health
Watery eyes, runny nose and
Service is necessary.
~"\eezing without a temperature
She said the commen cold. ii'd'caICS an allergy, Labyk. said.

causing maller for the flrst time,
Labyksaid

""
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Emotional issue spouts second reply
while POW-MIA infonnation unverified
Once again I am compelled to
respond to Professor Turley's
letters on the POW/MIA issue,
(DE Sept. 22 and Oct. 2).
Evidently, Professor Turley took
my letter (Daily Egyptian. Sept
27) personally and responded in
kind.
This is a very personal issue
willi me and I do have trouble
discussing it without being
emotional. I apologize to
Professor Turley because it was
not my intent to attack him
personally.
I spent 21 years of my life
serving in the United States Air
Force helping to protect our
precious freedoms and I never
want to find myself attacking
anyone for speaking freely or
exercising any of their other
rights.
.
Professor Turley's assumption
that there are no live POWs in
Vietnam is based on lIIe Reagan
administration's finding that
conclusive evidence of live
American POWs in Vietnam
C(luld not be found.
Professor Turl~ then stated
that this finding is truth... I agree
that it is truth "according to the
Reagan administration:'
He also asked. "Is Professor
Bowman· suggesting Re..gan
deceived the American people on
this issue?"
What I am suggesting is that
there are sufficient reports of live
American POW sightings from
sources outside of the Reagan
Administration to question the
accuracy of the adminisl!ation's

findmgs.

I doo't mow bow anyone can
summarily dismiss tI!ese reports
as they originate from SO many

independent sources.

"administration" that kept telling
the ",odd ihat we had no troops
in Laos or Cambodia while I was
evidence" as was pointed out by b. Laos on military orders; it was
Joseph Miller (Daily Egyptian, the administration" that gave us
Sept 28).
. Watergate; our "administration"
Why would I not accept the orchestrated the Iran-CoRtra
Reagan Administration report? affair; etc. etc. etc.
That was the whole point of
First, it doesn't matter which
administration made the report my Sept. 27 letter and the reason
and it is not just President why I took the trouble to detail
Reagan that I question on thit< the history of the POW-MIA
and many other matters.
issue from World War II to
Our system of government is Vietnam.
one of cht.:ks and balances that
One more little detail that
provides for the questioning and sheds light on this issue. Sept 2S
verification of findings by the Southern Illinoisan reported
that Hun Sen, prime minister of
separate branches.
There has been no verification Cambodia, stated that his
of the executive branch's fmcfutgs government has discovered some
from me legislative branch or any remai!ls and is willing to hand
other group.
them over.
You would expect such
~It was the U.S. that showed a
verification on a matter of such lack of interest in our fmds," said
importance. Secondly, President Hun Sen. "They said they have
Bush made the following points no relations with the Phnom p(~nh
in his recent address to the ~ovemment so they will not get
National League of Families (the ID touch with the Phnom Penh
official organization of POW- government on this issue."
MIA families).
Does this suggest "highest
"Despite increased activities Diltional priority" or is there some
with Vietnam, many matters other, higher priority for the
remain shrouded in doubt. In administration?
I..ao:i, uiaJlY questions also remain
You. Professor Turley, may be
unanswered. Efforts to gain willing to accept as truth the
Cambodia's cooperation have pronouncements
of
our
tbus far been unsuccessful. administration
without
Resolving the POW-MIA issue independent verification and you
remains a matter of the 'highest may expect your students to do
national priority' for tl,e Bush the same. I did my little part in
Administration."
Southeast Asia lUId through my
If the Reagan Administration 21 years of service to heIr insure
so conclusively answered the your right to do so and would
questions, then why is the POW- do it again, with pride. But
MIA issue of the "highest please, don't count me anwng the
national prioritj" for the bush naive. - Terry S. Bowmaa,
aviatio. management. SMSgt
Administmtioo'l
Third,
it
was
tbe (ret) USAF_

th~i~i~ ~ '!~~~~u~~

KEEP
THE NOID· IN UNE

Arena scheduling acts catering to 'metal heads'
or 'Hee Haw groupies';· not the campus majority
I'll admit iL I slapped on my
Dylan DC, pumped !lp the
volume and tried to bang my
head - it didn't work.
Banging ones bead to the
st.-ains of Mr. Thmbourine Man is
no easy task.
I understand Michelle Suarez's
dilemma. Being head cheese of
the Arena she's had a flfSt hand
glimpse of fan reaction at
ooncerts.
It's hard to the imlOgine the
ripped-jeaned air guitar playing
head-bangin~ stockholders in the
hairspray mdustry enjoying
music with lyrics more
com{llicated than 8 Hallmark
greetmg card.
Suarez points out that the
crowds that the Arena attracts
tend to be 25 and under. This
seems to be a growilig trend,
many of my classes are filled
with people under 25.
However, most of them are not
headbangers. I guess that makes
them hanger-hangers.

Still it seems there is a huge
segment of the population that is
not catered to when the acts are
selected for the Arena.
Sua.-ez has only been exposed
to metal heads and Bee Haw
groupies because those are the
only f' ·ts that get invited.
The deja vu of rock summer
proved that groups that plugged
in their amps before we were
sucking our thumbs will pack the house.
Judging by the concert t-shirts
that surround me in class, many
of these 25 and under adults have
been fu.tening to music that their
parents did.
The next time a legend caIls
the University and wants to play
please be more ~ve.
I can just imaglOe the English
Depanment telling J.D. Salinger
to stay at home because he
appeals to an older crowd. Kids
want Steven King.
She also says she isn't sure
how "college orientated" bands
would sell "College orientated"

~vieW?
I'

.'

it was evident from the first
paragraph that your reporter was
woefully out of place. His
apparent surprise that "most of
lIIe scenes were perC( nned in a
foreign language" indir.:ates this.

I am DO expert on opera; but I

do know that I am ignorant
enougb that I could not hope to
write a creaible review of a
performance, at least not without
a considerable amount of
research before hand.
I am also knowledgeable
enoup to know that a performer
singmg in aria from Carmen
would DOt llJ¥.CCiate havin, bc:r
perfon-nance likened to the masic
video "Material Girl" ''by

Madonna.

•

I'm sure that your reviewer
was
intending
to
be
complementary. But no matter
how well meant, I'm sure that the

549-3030
616 E. Walnut
Eastgate PlazG
Carbondale

bands. Isn't this institution I'm
p9ying money to attend a bit
"college orientated...
What if we booled bands that
appeal to people with intellect
and taste on a college level. Vie
could glance at a college music

chan and do d survey.
Beller yet, since many of these
"college orientated" bands ten to,
wonder of wonders, play at
colleges, we could contact these
schools and fmc out which bands
are &<ll sc risky.
Nab, why bother? Poison is
sure to tour to support their
groundbreakin'g new album.
I see though there is some
method· to the madness of
selecting acts this semester.
With Hank Williams Jr. on the
way and Arlo Guthrie here and
gone we could become "The
Sons Of Legendart Dead
Musicians Concert Stop.
Hint: Get Ziggy, '>ut pass on
Julian. - John Faidutti, junior
in coostructi('D.

Reporter way off balance in review of opera
It was with equal parts
amazement that : read the review
of the Third Annual Maljorie
Lawrence Opera Theater Gala
recently published in your paper-.
Would it have been asking 100
much of you to try and find
wmeone on your staff with at
least a modicum of knowledge
about opera to send to wrife a

Call Us!

comparison caused nothing but
anguish to Luanne Goodson,
who, after all, worked hard to
!:f::s~r singing opera, not
One might as well answer a
question about Orson WelIes'
performance in "Citizen Kane"
by saying, "I n..,~er saw it, but I
thought be was great in the wine

commClCiaIs."
Working at the Daily Egyptian
is supposed to be a learning
expenence. I hope the reviewer
and his editors have learned
something from this fiasco. Gary
K.
Shepherd,
Carbondale.
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$6.00
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Get a medium original pizza with two toppings

II
and two Cokes® for only $6.00!
Valid after 8PM.
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Get

WEDNESDAY!
a medium
only
pepperoni pizza fr)(

II

$5.001

Yaiid on WedneadaY* only'jlll
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I
I
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~---------------expo.: 1011_
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MEAL DEAL
$9.95!

I

II

B'II

,

Get a large OIIginai pizza with two toppI~

I
I
I

and four Coked for only $9.951

' I
I
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PartY. ...
Classies!
9~

Totino's Pizza
combination or sausage

10.5 oz.-10.6 oz.

4ge

Potato Chips

regular; ripple,
.
sour cream & onion. BBQ

half-pound bag .

Soda
Pop
12 oz. callS

assorted flavors, regular & diet

IS~.'

:.

4ge -I(Jfi.-~.
-.~ ;

Com. King" HotDogs

12 oz.

.

I~

Hot Dog cr

New Pack
"-PinkSalmon
.15.5 oz. can

6.5 oz.

Hamburger Buns

8 ct.

2ge

99~

•

.~"".'.'
"

'.

Candy Corn. 12 oz.

big 20. 9~. loaf

3 lb•.

a

Halloween Candy

Premium
Bread

Vegetable
Oil
Spread

•.
,
4ge
~:f

oil or water pack

~~
_

Pixy St:x, 4 oz.
SweeTarts. 8 oz.
Red Licorice Twists. 6 oz.
Tootsie Roll Pops, 7.75 oz. ~~~'I!
Tootsie Roll Midgt.~es, 9.75
Peanut Buiter Kisses,.12 oz.
Jumbo Suckers. 12 oz.
Swell Bubble Gum. 9 oz.

;;

Premium COffee

.~199
.Donuts
variety, plain or powdered

26 oz.

dozen"

.~
.~.

;.

399:t~
-- .Mixing Bowl SSet449r:Js:;;
eBaking Distl S3· 99~~F-~~~f?
Beverage SetS ..t 99 A. il.'.l
"
?/

Casserole Dish

~~t~h Cover

1.5 qt.

Pie Plate
9"diameter

N;¥l

Christmas Stollen

Imported from Germany 1bIo:-....".._ _-=---:tfff

3S.2oL

all purpose blend, vacuum pack

Loaf Dish

8ge

3 Qt.

S

I

3 piece

blue.or crystal
18 piece

These are nol weekly specials. These are e\'eryday ALDI.low prices.'

~

f./Iij}) '1/

'--

Ramada Lane and Route 13
Carbondale, IL.
Mon.-Wed.
9AM-7PM
9AM-8PM
Thurs. ·Fri.
Saturday
9AM-6PM
Closed Sunday
We welcome cash and food stamps. No checks please.

The Stock-Up Store: ...........
c
1989AlD11nc:.
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Model airplane club arranges
first annual jet comp~tition
By Tony Mancuso

refreshments at the contest,"
Young said.
"W:-have entranlS from nine or
Two ~ model airplane enlltu- 10 Slates, from Canada to Texas.
siasts will pil their model jets Some of the best pilots in the
against oIher enlltusiaslS' jets in a
world will be here," be said.
Caudle said around 3S people
competition for greateSt speeds at
the first annual Superman Jet Fly had pre-entered the event, but he
Oct. 7 and 8.
expeclS 50 pilots and 70 to 100
Metropolis resident Jerry planes to be participating in the
Caudle, also the contest director, contesL
"1\Yo of lite motels in town are
Carterville resident Lynn Elston
and others will pilot their radio- already full with people here foc
controlled jets from the ground.
this weekend," Young said.
Jim Young, public relations olli"We will have a speed trap set
cial for the event, said the fesliviup. The radar will be recording
ties, sponsored by the Paducah speeds of over 200 miles pel" hour,"
Area Modelers Club, will begin at he said. "We are hoping to break
9 a.m. each day at the MeIropOlis: lite old roIind-lrip speed record of
Airpon. 'There is no admission-· 191 miles per·hour this weekend'
charge.
.,
and we will have the equipment to
"People are encouraged to bring ., make the new record official"
a lawn chair and they can ,purchase
Caudle said piJolS have auained
Staff Writer

speeds of over 200 miles per hour
in one directiun, but no one has
done it officially on a round trip.
"It is much easier to go one way
than the other way because of
headwinds' effect on lItese small
aircraft," {"..audle said.
Caudle said the jets are six to
eight feet long, willt wingspans of
four to five feet.
"Although it's almost impossible
to te1l the difference, these are not
true jets. They .lSe the dueled fan
engine-a gasoline powered
engine which runs a propeller
inside the craft,"Caudle said. "The
JXOpellm blow fumes out the rear
of the craft, whidl gives an appearanceofajet stream."
Caudle said although many of
the models are exact replicas of
real jets, some , J Ihe aaflS entered
in the event are spon jets.

DO YOU HAVE A COLD
OR FEvER?
Go through the Cold Self-Care Center in the
Student Center. Find out if you can care for
your cold yourself or if you. need professional
help. A registered nurse will be there to assist
you.
Student Health Assessment Center
First Hoor, South End of Sp.!.le....t Center
Open BAM-4:30PM, Monday-Friday
A Part of Your SIU Stlldent Health
Program.

Prehistoric "importance
will be focus of lecture
By Marlo MillIkin

Research findings concerned
with the sUccessful adaptation to
both physical and ~ changes. ,
Recipient ·of the . _ 1989 spanning over two tholJS3Jld years
Outstanding Scholar. Award ' will show how the methods incorGemge J. Gumennan will iIddress ' porated by these people can serve
the issue of potential importance of as a role model, he said.
prehistoric people today in the
~ basic concepl of successful
UniVelSity Museum Auditorium' change Will then be applied to the
in Faner Hall
'sru enviromnenl, he said.
The lecture. entitled ''Prehistoric
Gumerman said this is an issue
People
in
a
Cha.'1ging he feels is in need of attmtion for
Environment: Some Lessons for bollt practical and social reasons.
SIU?",will begin at4 p.m. with a
Change, however, is somelhing
reception following at S p.m.
that is not easily accepted. be said.
"There is an existing structure
Gumerman said he will begin
with a focus on the prebistoric that needs to be taken into
Pueblo lndianso(1he Southwest. .";~ "~"
said.
Staff Writer

Schneider Tower resident was
arrested and charged with two
felony counts Sunday, University
Police said.
Nicole Strong, 19, 1116
Schneider Tower, was charged
with residential burglary and
forgery after admitting to taking
ber roommate's checks and later
forging them, police said. The
amount Strong forged is not
known.

r -...........
(5:30 TWLI 7:45 9:55
___
PO-la

Tuesday.

1Io.a-'-..
(5:30 TWLI 8:00

PO-,a

~3O~~

Michael T. Ring, 24,811 W.
Cherry St., was stopped by
University Police at Schneider
Tower circle, failed fidel sobriety ,

~TWL)

7:45

.... iUdl

.........

(5:15TWL) 7:30 9:45

(5: 15 TWL) 7:15 9:30

pitchers

$1.00 ~'Cheap Sunglasses" Drink

..

~rw...) 7:45 9:45

' "

a

$3.·~25

(5:451Wf.1 8:15

University Police reported that a
student was arrested and charged
with driving undez the inthience of
alcohol shortly after milinigbt

d
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517 South Illinois
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SALE! :

*
*
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Root

*~~~~~~~~

*
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: THE CORNER
The Corner of
** On
MILL & UNIVERSITY

float
I~ 9 lit
~
'ft

Made with soft-54MVe

* HOURS

* MON. - SAT.

* 110m - 10pm
* SUN.
:

12:~pm -lOpm

* COME AND my US!

*

Beer

Plus Tax

with a purchase
of $1.00 or more
plus tax.
Sale Effective.
Oct. 2 - 8th

*
**
*

**
*

;,. j r r: !..- f

• ~ J :: , j

, '

$2.50 Pitchers
.95 Kamikazi

**

Catch the Cubs Action Here!

:

Good Luck Salukis at Northern!

*
*

**********************
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~Utr .50 Drafts
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NORML recruits English professor as adviser
Organization hopes to apply for RSO status by end of week
By Jeanne'Bickler
Staff Writer

The SIU-C chapter of the
National Organization for the
Reform IJf Marijuana Laws has
taken anothet slep toward becoming a registered student organization by recruiting Mary Lamb,
English department faculty member, as their advisee.
"My name was suggested to
NORML, maybe because of my
association with the Student

COURT,
from Page 1 on behalf of current or form::r state employees Cynthia
Rutan, Franklin Taylor,
Ricky Standefer and Dan
O'Brien.
The justices also agreed to
hear an appeal filed by
Illinois officials, who are
seeking to retain patronage
powers in determining when
govenunent workers may be
laid off and rei)ired.
Illinois Democratic Party
official Bonnie RubenSlein
said 14 years of RepubIican
patronage have slanted the
political sYstem and shut out
qualified Democratic work-

NORML was an RSO at the University from

Environmental Center and Mid- tence of the group. I'm not their 1974 to 1977...
America Peace Project There are watchdog," Lamb said.
overlapping members in these
According 10 the reguia:i(lns Cor and use other rentable University
becoming an RSO, the organiza- . property, such as lents. . .
groups," Lamb said
"Being NORML's faculty advis- tion must have a tenured faculty
According 10 the regulations for
er doesn't mean that I agree with advisee, which Lamb is.
becoming an RSO, NORML must
''GettiHg a lenured, full proCessor have at least 10 signatures of memtheir position," Lamb said.
"However, I think it's important faculty adviser was the pan of bers and elected officers. At
for the campus to hear representa- . becoming an RSO that held us up," NORML's meeting three weeks
Kirsten Bonde, NORML pJesidenl, ago, members approved acoostitutives of unpopular viewpoints."
Lamb said her'purpose as faculty said
tion and ejected officers.
If NORML achieves RSO status,
adviser was 10 allow NORML to
Bonde said NORML hopes to be
,the organization will be able to use filing for RSO status by the end of
have a forum.
"Faculty advisers all~w the em- Student Center rooms for meetings the week now that they have the

DOWN, fran., Page 1 - - December, Wallace said
"We'U have a good solid dam
when we get finished,ft Wallace
said.

Cameron said another poSitive 10
the drawdown is lake ne.cks are
temporarily more desirable to
waterfowl. who like shallow feed·
ingareas.
"By exposing those mud flats,
we're exposing all those
invertabrates, which are very desirable 10 the birds. " Cameron said
He added that it is possible some
plants could sprout up on I.hose
mud fliIts, thereby increasing the
flats' desirability 10 the birds.

Cameron said one problem with
exposing pans of the lake bottom
is that "rocIc hounds" lookirog for
arrowheads and other souvenirs
have started scrounging arom.d for
collectibles. He said this is an ille'gal activity on the refuge and several individuals have been arrested.
Another problem with the drawdown is that most boat ramps have
become useless and what few are
open are treacherous. Cameron
said

He said the ramp just south of
the spillway is usable and the

Carterville and hidc:ory tree ramps
also can be used

required adviSer, officers, signatUres and constitutiOlL
"All we have l~ft to do is'type up
an official copy of our constitution," Bonde said.
ThiS would not be the first chapter oCNORML in sru.c's history.

NORML was an RSO at the
University from 1974 to 1977,
Debbie Walton, assistant director
for student development. said

MIA/POW
l::

~

~

~~
~O\\ ~

BRACELETS
ARE IN!

Pick Up Your MIA/POW Bracelets Today
At The Veterans Association Table
In The Student Center From lOam To 2pm
Or At

TONIGHT'S MEETING

ers.

8:00 PM MACKINAW ROOM
STUDENT CENTER

The 7th U.S. Circuit Coon
of Appeals ruled in February
that workers could not make
a constitutional C1aiin of
rights of free speech.. and
association unless they had
been dismissed Crom their
jobs.

American &.

MIAlPOW.FJ~gs

Also Available

For More Infonnation Contact:
OFFICE OF VETERANS AFFAIRS 453-2791

In celebration of our new Horizon
trains, we're introducing Horizon
Fares. They're some of the best
fares we've offered in the Midwest. It works like this: Buy a
one-way ~ ticket at the regu'price ~ (with no change
jl~~~i~~~;::::J:=::ld lar
of trains) and we'l! bring you back'
home for 'just $ Z Thafs'right,
$7. Go ahead, surprise Aunt Sue.
Make Mom and Dad happy. And

return for just $7.

1::3

Because

the Horizon fleet :.tI!A: is brand
:......--------~ new, you'll enjoy modern, upto-date equipment. Really comfortable seats. Spacious aisles. Terrific snacks and
meals. Horizon Fare seats are limited,
so call your travel agent or Amtrak at
1-800-USA-RAIL. And start expanding
your horizons..

II

Fdrl?S good for travl?l OC'ob", t, 1989 through DecE'mber 14, 1989 Fares good on selected roules Some restrictions may apply

,

By LIsa Miller

StaffWriler
The Carbondale City Council
voted Tuesday to hire a consulting

fmn to implemnt the city's downtown development plan.
The firm of Barge, Waggoner.
Sumner and Cannon Wa<i selected
by the city to install a Downtown
Development Plan.
The plan will e-.amine land use,
public parking, economic activities, public facilities, traffic pat-

terns, fInancing and othc7 community involvement in the downtown
Carbondale area.
The cost of the fum is $60,000,
an amount that exceeds the appropriated funds by $10,000, Steve
Hoffner, city manager, said.
.
"The additional $10,000 necessary for the contract is available
from the increased revenue the city'
will receive from the Slate income
laX," Hoffner said
A total of $9,500 was deleted
fro~ the consullanl'S original con-

&~:'I~.

proposal because a historical
building survey Wa<i not needed in
the plan, Hoffner ~d
IraCt

resoon:es

"A historical building survey
would have duplicated the information that is currently being prepared by Uptown Inc. through a
contract with lhe city," Hoffner
said

Panama-based U.S. Soulhern
Command.
'.
.
"Two of die rebelliom (officers)
entered the Fon Clayton seeking
refuge, which proves the link of
the North American armed forces
with the coup attempt." the statementsaid
A spokesman for lhe Southern
Command, which is in charge of
12,000 U.S. troops in Panama,
said, "I won't confirm or deny"
therepon.
"The sbootout Wa'i intense. My
offices were destroyed," Lopez
Grimaldo said of \he fighting that
raged for several hours in and
around \he PDF headquaners.
.'
Heavy gunrue erupted at the
PDF beadquaners around 8 a.m ..
moments after Noriega arrived,
and at one point a PDF official said
rebellious troops were trying to
kidnap Noriega and send him to
the United StaleS to face trial.
In Washington, lhe Pentagon
said it had no repons of injmies to
U.S. citizens or their involvement
in the disturbance.
A statement signed by a major
and three captains, released at 11
a.m., demanded lhe immediate
retirement of Noriega and five
colonels who bad exceeded maximwn 25 years' service in die mili-

•. ~:~ ..1

..

~ -:,;-. ·;<r··~·~i~~:' ;:':~.!I' :~;:

Expires 10/7/89
'-"~l~-">-.'
- - - ___________________
JI
No-Coupon
Necessary
; ,.
,'..

'. "One possiIJIe alternative would

J>e to install an on-sight landfill,"

Fit'..!IIaurice said
.
The EPA recently extended the
deadline for lhe public concern
period for 30 days.

All Field P & P Loaf ............................... .$2.49/Ib.

\J~

:{.'

Fleld·Bologna ...........................................$1.99/1b...

l~)!.

1~.

i

Gr. ound ChUCk..•••••••••••••••••.•••••.••••.•.$1.•7~9
/lb.-.
. \.11'
1112 Miles South of Campus on Rt. 51
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK, 7-10PM
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AMTRAK'S LOW FARES
Carbondale

-to
Chicago'
$59
RoundTrip

===

~

-Amtrak- JT

(restrictions apply & subject to availability)

Ask Me FOSter

.~,-......a¥ef~trJc.'SInc..

Ut88

~

...

*

Thund.rblrd

·T"",.,
Inc.

Carbondale,IL

618-457-4135

Aside from Noriega. the OfficelS
urged to retire were Col. Marco
Justine, Col Alberto PureeD, Col.
Angel Mina Justiniani, Col.
Theodore Alexander and Col. Julio
Ow Young.
The officers who signed lhe
sta1ement were Maj. Jose Giraldi,
'Capt Javier Licona, Capt Jesus
Jose Valma and Capt. Edgardo
A statement broadcast on several
private radio stations, but no. the
SIate-run Radio Nacional, said:
"The Panama Defense Forces
recognizes .•. the Organization of
American States' agreement that
calls for lhe tranSitional government and elections as soon as possible, and for that reason it recognizes the provisional government
of Francisco Rodriguez."
Rodriguez was insIalIed a<i president in early September by
Noriega. who is officially head of
tt.e defense forces.
Senate Intelligence Committee
Chairman David Boren, D-Okla.,
said after a CIA briefing that there
was "every indication" that
Noriega had been inside the
defense compound the entire
episode, and lhat the coup collapsed when about 500 uoops loyal
to him arnved and launch~d a
counler-auack.

•
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tarY.

Sandoval.

~

PCBs.
Karen Fitzmaurice, a resident of
Carbondale, said more time was
needed to examine alternatives to
inslalling a PCB incinerator.

1./1'
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Available 11-4 mon-sat
~- ~~~'.•
(dine-in or carry out)~.,~~..::::::~.
5 Minute Guarantee
-:;-:>!.•.~.~t.~ ";_~;,~.;~.:~~:~:
Does Apply
'~':":::', .... ~4iI "" ~.-.

Edward P. Womack, director of
planning for the fum, said he Wa<i
very enthusiastic about working
with the city.

~~.,.,.:--~.:"-~-::~~ ...• ~:Y"=~~--- -._-.. :--~~-~
PANAMA,
MARKET
~V
from Page 1 - - ~;'t,J All 12pkARNOLD'S
Pepsi ProductS._.........................$2.99.
I~

attempt had taken refuge with the

,.:.

Supreme Deal From Pizza Hut: II
Buy A Personal Pan Supreme II
I
for only $1.99.
I
Better yet get two for only 2.99 •

CQUNCIL,from Page 1 - - - guidance in the implementwon of E~vironmen~ PrOtection Agency
to extend the public concern period
the program, Seed said
Seed said he wasn't expecting over lhe PCBs at Crab Orchard
immediate resul~ if the program is Lake to the minimUJll of90.days.
implemented in Carbondale.
. Councilman Richard Morris said
"It could take years before the.;. the council ru~ Usc iti;
real positive effects of this program ". to get an extentiOR before, the ~
will be felt." Seed said
incinerator is implemented.·
Additional council action includCouncilman Keith Tuxhorn suged a unanimous vote to persuade . gested uying to get the govenunent
Slate and federal government offiofficials to come to Carbondale to
cials
to
encourage. the hear the citizens' concerns over the

.MaKin; 1t gr~at!'

r------------------~~-~--,

City awards development contract

H

SPECIAL
Get your haircut before 12:00
noon any weekday & SAVE.

$2.00 off with this coupon
549-6263

Campus Shopping Center
Offer Good thru 10-31-89

8th JI.NNUAL COLLEGIATE WINTER SKI BREAKS
TOLL FREE INFORMATION & FRESERVATIONS

'-800-321-5911

ronlar:1 our I•..,a' Son.iI...
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Briefs
HNANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Association will be selling the
AT&T Collegiate Investment
Challenge Game from II to 2
today at Ihe east entrance of Rehn

George J. GumemllUl, professor of
anthropology and director of the
Center
for
Archeological
Investigations at 4 today in the
University Museum Auditorium.

Hall.
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT
Center will sponsor an Internship,
Co-op Workshop at II today in
Quiglcy lOCi
SIU-C, JAPAN project video will
be shown at noon today in the
Student Center Corinlh Room..
CAREER DEVELOPMENT
Cen,.;r is sponsoring a workshop,
at 3 today in the Student Center
Ohio Room.
STUDY ABRIlAD Office will
hold an information session on the
International Student Exchange
Program at 3 today at the
International Programs and
Services Office, 803 S. Oakland
CALIPRE STAGE will hold
auditions for "Writing Home" at
3:30 today in Comnlunications
Building, Room 2014.

GOLDEN KEY National Honor
Society will meet at 5:30 today in
the Rec Center Conference Room.

.

ADVERTISING
DEPARTMENT of the American
Marketing Association will meet at
6 lomght in the AMA office.

ASSOCIATION OF Collegiate
Entrepreneurs will meet at 6
tonight in Rehn Hall 24.

AMATEUR RADIO Club will
meet at 1 tonight in the Student
Center Missouri Room.
B'NAIN

B'RITH

Hillel

Foundation will hold Yom Kippur
services at 1 p.m. Sunday and at 9
a.m. and 4 p.m. Monday at Temple
Beth Jacob.
GAMMA BETA Phi w'..!!. Illeet at
7 tonight in Browne Auditorium.

meet

GLPU wn.L
at 1 tonight in
the Student Center Activity Room

A.
NEWMAN INTERNATIONAL

Friends will meet at 7:30 tonight at
the Newman Center, 115 S.

COLLEGE REPUBLICANS
will meet at 6 tonight in the
SbJdent Center Cambria Room.
lNTERNA110NAL BUSINESS
Association will meet at 6 tonighl
in the Student Center Orient
R

oom.

EGYPTIAN SCUBA Diving
Club will meet at 6:30 tonight in
the Student Center Corinth Room.

NEW LOCATION

FREE 12" OiEESE PIZZA W/ORDER
OF.ANY 16- PIZZA

"ThtoBestAround"

LIMIT I PER .ORDER.

~

VETERANS CLUB will meet at
8 tonight in the Student Center
Mackinaw Room.

809 S. Illinois Ave. 529-5679

A new photo exhibit is 00 display io the Alternative Space
Gallery in the Communications
B'lilding.
"Two Women" features the work
of Jennifer Keller and Karen

....

~,..~

e

co-J (

Shawnee
Computer
Services
IBW" COMPATIBLE COMPUTER
• Monochrome Monitor
• Front Twbo, Reset, U., Lock
• 20 MB Hard Drive
l'f""';-;.;:,~~:.,~ii;.. • 12 MH: • Fast!
·640 KB Ram
exp''1ndab.e to 1 M B
oftLy

98522

549-6720

628 E. Walnut St.
Carbondale

~--------------------------------. .~

Donaldson lIuough Oclober 12Kella describes her work as a
statement about monetary gain in

today's society and its downfalls.
Donaldson said her waX combines
pictures to show the differences
between make-up and reality.
Keller, a senior in photography,
said she has received a lot of positive feedback about her display.
People have told her they lilced the
dark, seductive mood and the use
of pearls to represent money. She
said a professor tried to recruit her
into the cinema department
because he was impressed by her

n e oange
Monday Thru Saturday
ope. 8pm. 3am

See Our Beautiful
Dancing Girls
Try Our BBQ Famous For Its
Different Flavor (Served Daily)
open 7 days a week

storytelling.
"I think this is one of my
stronger worlts," Keller said.
Donaldson, a junior in photography, said her piece required a lot of
work and that she still dido't consider it completed. There is a
theme, but she said the mood of
the project is light enough that it
comes across as a fun piece of

The Best HUDan Szeclnvan Ik Mandarin

QD~

t{ftjtftlft

..

work.
Donaldson said the project staned out as a comparison of people's
facial expressions and gradually
turned into a look at what society
insists is Ihe "right" look and ho\\,
people by to attain iL She said she
used maga<:ine cliYf';ngs to create
collage backgrounru: ~') prove her
poinL
Although most of the reactions
from people who haVe seen it have
been positive, Donaldson said she
yYt.J1d like to receive feedback on
r.he piece from more people.
lhlth artists admitted they would
like to sit inconspicuously neXlto
L.'le gallery and eavesdrop 011 pe0ple while they talk about the photo
exhibits.
The Alternative Space Gallery is
sponsored by Phologenesis, a
University photography club, and
provides students with an opportunily to display their work to the
public. The gallery is located nen
to the Cinema and Photography
dI.'::wunen1 in the Communications
Building.
p.IP l<\, ij)ajly Rgyptiaft; ~J4I. t989
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Wilh lhis coupon. ExporesOct. 30.1989. 100ormOlll copies per original. B-1/2x1l
while plain paper. Price per side. Cash wilh order. 24 hhur 1UmarOUnd. Colored
paper.; and coIIaIing available as well as o1her binding _ .

Doug Toole
Staff Writer
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PUBLIC RE'_ATIONS SbJdent
Society of America will meet at
1:30 tonight in Lawson 221.

2¢COPIES

demonstrates
student
talent
By

FREf. PIZZA

@

SHAWNEE WHEELERS will
meet at 7 tonight in the Student
Center Video Lounge.

KOPIES & MORE

Photo exhibit

•

Washington.

OUTSTANDING SCHOLAR

Lecture of 1989 will be given by

~

Bo.a'i~~~
:
p.cw"",O •

,.
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16 Delicious Lig!ttly Seasoned,
Peeled and Bakea Sluimp.
Served with Green Beans, Cole Slaw and Bread Stick

$4.99

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Weekdays 11 :OOam - 9:30pm
Weekends 11:000m - 10:30pm

$3.95 Lunch Buffet
11:00-3:00

Tuesday & Thursday
All Day Buffet

Lunch Buffet. Dinner. Cocktails • Carryout
Free delivery for orders more than $ 10_00
and wIthin a 5 mile radius

1901 Murdale Shopping Ce~ter
::E: ffi carbondale 529-2813~.J r;l:1

't(ft)iftLft Fft~r

rooD

Sliced Pork wI Broccoli $2.75

602 S. IIUnois 529-3388

CaptainDs.
SUNDAY SPECIAL

Jumbo
Countru-Style
Fish Dfuner

Seafood

$4.19

MONDAY & ruESDA~ .....
SPEGAL

Two-Piece
Fish Dinner

$2•49

A'\Ie UIC 100% 0I0Icsta0I

Frce~ ~

WEDNESDAY &.
THURSDAY SPECIAL

Eight-Piece

$2•99

Shrimp Dinner

.,
I'·

IF-- YOU SHOP YOUR SUPERMARKET FOR

PRODUCE QUALITY.•. YOU'RE SHOPPING

B;ilii~~. , _ .£~i~re
29 ~~I','>'r~~Shr99m;::~~99~ g3 9 ~
_.

.

'

Lr-~-r-~¥,-.{\..rj{~' .... -l'f:\),(~]: i ,<{

' i. . . ,~\·.

'

GUARANTEED mE FRESHEST QUALITY IN SOUTHERN ILUNOIS...OR DOUBLE YOUR $$$$ BACK
U.s.D.A. Choice

Platter
Bacon

Boneless
Cbuck Roast

68~~IY
P.,

$158...

Edalch SmoRd

Sauaage ....d

Polska Kielbasa

S1 79

u.

3 Varieties

Bob Evans

SI3~,OL S1 89 5

Coun:tFair
Cottage heese

Orange Juice

AU Aavon

2Uter
VessSoda

49

t

.'

~I-:-

Roll Sausage

Tropicana

S2 2 !1OL
Royal Oak
Charcoal

99t.~

Blue Boonet

Margarine
Quarters

31~$1 00

Cbolce \.eaJ1

8one~ess

Stewmeat

SI 58. .

S1 38.,.

Regular

GIaaa Container

~.S.D.A_

Quarter
P"rkLoin

Oscar Mayer
Wieners

-S-maJIAue

99~

9 to II Sliced Cbops

i1

Thill Sliced Rib

Slore-Made
Italian Un'" and

Center Cut
PorkCbops

Bratwurst

78~ . .

S2 38. .
.J

NEW AT THE FAIR

Colombo Frozen Yogurt
Made with all natural ingredients

Available In 2 delicious varieties:
I) Lowfat: Has II different navors. Is
low In fat and cbolesterol alld bas ~
leas calorl"" than Ice cream
2) Ute Nonfat: Has 5 different Ravon,
has 110 fal or choleaterol aad Is only
95 calories per oervln&-

Available 24 hn.
And costs only

p.... \
$ EQug 9 \:

Buy lOll CL
Get 58 Ct. p .... Free

3

S24

!lb.

Davinci
Spaghetti

59~.OL

4 Varieties
New Oscar Mayer

Lunchables

SI3~OL
PkS

RquIar or Extra Creamy

Bird~
Cool
P

99~'1~
Rke\and

Rice
S6~! ...

I

Grade 'A

I Chicken Leg

IW~

1;~=
Bacon

S13~OL
Pko

ADVarleU.,.12'

All Voridia lluqaol

Tombstone

Kids Cuisine TV

French Slyl~
lblll C<Ut Pizza

Dinners

21 $5~R~. 21 8300
Kellogg'.

Nature'.Beat

Eggo Oat Bran
;' Waffles

2% Milk

21 $59~J SI6!
Knaft Squeeze

Nature's Bes'
. Grade 'A'

. Parkay

Large [~.gS

99~,~

49~--

rs-.----------,
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Guerrillas attack
Cambodian posts
Government troops
seek to bring down
pro-Hanoi regime
BANGKOK, Thailand (U?I) Wcstem-backed guerrillas attacked
government garrisons in western
Cambodia Tuesday in increased
cfforts to topple the pro-Hanoi
govcl1unent since Vie:.'IlIII1 pulled
its troops out last month.
Military sources at the ThaiCambodian border said the resislance was lightening the noose
around at least four stranded garrisons of the Vietnamese-installed
government in the we3tern
province of Balta.'llbang.
The sources said more than
1,000 troc;JS have swrounded the
garrisons at the border town of
Poipct and the nearby supr>ly depot
at NimiL

Thai officials said
two Thai border
guards south of
Poipet were
wounded in the
barrage which partly
fell into Thai territory.
"There hac; bee1I mme fighting
at Poipet as the !e3istance pressures the Phnom Penh ttoops and
police there 10 silrrender," one
SOW'CC said.
He said the government troops
fired 32 rockets from Soviet
launchers along with mortars in an
effon 1.0 break the ring of resislalIce forces arowid the [Owns.
1hai ;XI"lCials said two Thai border guards south of Poipet were
wout1ded in the barrage whi~h
panJy fell into Thai territory.
Resistance radio said their forces
destroyed a Soviet-built tank in the

fighting at Poipet and repeated
accusations that Vietnam has not
pulled all its troops out of
Cambodia as promised.
"Vietnam nas dispatched its
troops - special forces from
~hhom F.mh and Kompong Cham
(10 t"astern Cambodia) - 10 reinforce (President) Heng Samrin
troops in Poipel.. .. the radio said.
The radio charged that
Vietnamese troops disguised as
Cambodian government soldiers
had been detected a! the IOwns of
Svay Chclc and Kandal, nonheast
of Nimit, which were also surrounded by the resistance.
Earlier Tuesday, a Thai foreign
ministry spokesman said five
Vietnamese soldiers had hero caplured wearing Phnom Penh government uniforms.
The spokesman declined 10 say
where or how the soldiers were
captwed, bUl an intelligence officer
said they were captured inside
Cambodia by the resistance.
Vietnam has said that the last of
its forces withdrew from
Cambodia last week, but the resistance has repeatedly charged !hat
thou!:ands of Vietnamese are
remaining bthind disguised as
civilians or .15 Cambodian soldiers.
Also Tuesday, the Khmer
Rouge, the only communist group
in the three-part resistance coalition, began claiming pan of the
credit for the successfuJ resistance
attacks !hat began 011 Saturday.
A Western diploma! said U.S.
aid to th~ two non-communist
groups could be endangered if it
were proven !hat they were carrying out joint mililary actions with
the Khmer Rouge, which is bIlnned
foe the deaIhs of more than 1 million people during their brutal rule
in the 1970s.
The United States has given dIe
non-communist groups about $5
million in "non-lethal" aid this
year.

Communists
I
in Poland
I
could revolt :
WARSAW, Poland (UPI)
lile Coml'lUnist Pany of
Poland wame.:i Tuesday !hat
the nation may rcvoll against
the new Solidarity-led government of Prime Minister
Tadeusz Mazowiecki unless
there is a halt to price
-

leaving its old policy to be picked
up by the conservative faction or whether it will rou'inne its
unhappy match between incompatible wings in an 8UempllO smvive
until free electioos neJU year.
The Iheulric and slogans many
pany membels now pursue are in
stark. contrast with the mainstream
of party thinking barely a year ago,
when Janos Kadar was IlImed into
a figurehead and Karoly Grosz was
~Iected pany general secretary in
his place in May 1988.
At that special cooference - a
conference is one step down from
a congress - Grosz pledged that
one-party rule must be maintained.
"as it had been esI.ablished a! the
will of the people."
But the "will of the people"
ended up as something else, as
both party members and the general population began pushing for
more political outlets for their
views in the wake of deepening
economic and political aisis.
Soon after Grosz took the reins,
dissent within the party became- 100
much for him 10 handle. In the
wake of new political parties,
Grosz last fall made references in a
speech 10 the chaotic 1919 period
of "white terror," when many
political panics opemling after the
Soviet-style "republic of councils"
were crushed. Those comments
cost him popularity both within
and outside the party.
Fmaily, a! a CenlIal Committee
meeting this February, he grudgPage 12;' Daily Egyptian, October 4, 1989
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incre..ses.
In anc.ther development,
Politburo member Leszck
Miller, in an address 10 a plenary mxting of the pany's
200-member
Central
Commiu.cc, said the United
Workers (Communist) Pany
has decided to change its
name.

I

Miller said the pany polled
its 2 million members on
whethC'. 10 change its name,
and that 72 percent of the
resoondents voted in favor of
"the transformation of the
pany into a new party, with a
a new program and status...
FOI1lled in 1948, the Polish
Communist Party led the
nation from one economic
crisis into another until the
new Solidarity-led governmentlOOk over !his year. The
economic situation in the
past two years has verged on
Catastrophe. Prices of some
food commodities have
grown 1,500 percent since.
August and new increases
are expected to be
announced soon.
Under pressure from the
people and Solidarity. the
Communists agreed to give
up its leading role, an
unprecedented event in the
East Bloc since the end of
Wc:-1d War Ir. As a result,
Mazowiecti formed a new
19-member cabinet at the
beginning of September,
with only four Communist
Party members as minisIel's.

Refonnist, conselVative members
of Hungarian party could clash
BUDAPEST, Hungary (UPI) The Hungarian Communist Pany
may not sunive its own extraordinary congress if a growing phalanx
of reform communists has its way
at the crucial session that begins
Friday.
A clash between the conservalive faction of the pany and its
reformist members seems
inevitable at the congress, which
was scheduled for OcL 6 under
pressure by reform-minded members who want to resurrect the
party as a socialist party.
"The collSClVatives cannot Slay
with us," State Minister Imre
Pozsgay, the It"ader of the reformist
faction, said flatly.
Pozsgay is presideru of dIe New
Democratic Hungary movement,
founded two weclcs ago as a loose
organization 10 ~romOle the idea of
a kinder, genllet- party.
Its goals are echoed by the
"Refon.l Union" splinter group
within the party, established
Monday, which also foresees a
fight-lO-the-<leath confrontation.
"Tht" dictatorial socialism which
has ruled for 40 years has come 10
a dead end," the Reform Union
said in a statemenL "Democratic
centralism (central rule) and the
pany-state must ~ replaced by an
authentic k:.adership and individua1s who accept this and are politically and momJly authentic."
TIle conb'TCSS will test whether
the Communilil Pany will opt for a
new party with .1 new name -

I
I
Double Calzones
I
$7.99
I
Two 4 Topp:ng Calzones w!2 oils of R.c.
I
I
~'~~1~ .8~<t.!!.d~m~:;!

ingty .:ceptOO that the majority of
bis flock. wanted more than one
paty.
An even WOlSC rift appeared a!
. the same time when Pozsgay. the
maverick of political reform,
announced that the events of 1956
were not a "COIJIlIelreVOIution" 6.'1 the party had preached for 30
years - I:Jut a "popular "prising"
by citizens fed up with Stalinist

DON'T EAT GREASE!

JIMMY JOHN'S

GOURMET SUBS

WE

DELIVER!

549·3334
~:~.: FISH NET
Murdale Shopping Ctr. Carbondale 549-7211
Hours: Mon-Sat lOam-6pm

Perfecto Closeout Sale

1!f1 Aquariums
~; ~.

• Flu. & Inc. Hoods
:c. .....• ~Iu. & Inc. Strip ~ights

Whisper I, II & III Power tilters
Whisper J.ir Pumps
~
45 Gallon Combo - Tank &

Flourescent Top $99.00

Weekly Fish Soper Specials
..
Tiger Barbs 99¢
Mixed' African Cichlids $1.99

WOlnen's Oil Wrestling
Every Wednesday
-. Starting at 11 :OOpm
• $20.00 just for

entering contest
• Everyone Welcome
to participate
• Cash prizes for .
1st & 2nd

rule.
In June, the internal strife
reached the point that Grosz
couldn't handle it aJone. The imminent breakup of the party was bare-

ly prevented by the est.abl.islunent
of a foursome 10 share the power:
two centrists, President Rezso
Nyers llnd Grosz, and the two
refonr.isas, Prime Minister MiJdos
Nemeth and Pozsgay.
lbi$ arranget.YlIt was seen from
the belPoning a~ merely a patdlwork. _iob for the period preceding
the con~ which apparently will
tackle the leadership issue on its
fust day in order 10 establish the
direction for the rest of the threeday meeting.
Three clear factions have
emerged within the party going
into the congress: the conservatives
or fundamentalists, who cling to
the concept of one-pany supremacy; the centrist platform, which
seems ready for compromise to
survive, and the reform branch.
whicl1 opts for radical change.

Danc....
Wanted
867-9369

18 yr olds
wekome
Pool tables

Open All Week
10aw·4am
Sunday
Noon-4am

Highway 51
Two Miles
North of the
Dumaroc

Production gives audience
inside look at actors' work
Cast hopes to use
rehearsal tapes to
document findings

EVERY DAY LUNCH BUFFET $3.95*
(Includes 8 main dishes, 9 appehZt:ls, salad h.iT, and fresh 'ruit)

IUESDAY DINNER BUFFET $4.95*
<Includes 10 main dishes, 9 appetizers, salad bar, rind fresh fruit)

457-4510

By carrie Pomeroy
Entertainment Editor

The Calipre Stage production"From Out of Me We Speak."
directed by Ron Pelias, is like BAt
aclOr's notebook brought to life.
The production lets audience
members observe how five actors
and aclreSSeS create dramalic characters, then Jets them see hoN the
work pays off in fmished perfor-

,. I Ji].,..1
-----.......... ,,--...l ..........~

How Open

The play will be periormed Oct.
5 through 7 at 8 p.m. at the Calipre
Stage on the second Door of the
Communications Building. TICkets
are $3 and are available in the
speech communications office, 2002
of
the
. Room
Communicauoos Building and at
the door the flight of thepedm~
mance.
Pelias said the purpose of the
play is to examine the academic
premise that acting is a way of
learning about one's self, one~s.
environment1lDdOlherpeople.- .He said the cast eventually
hopes to use rehearsal tapes, production notes and performiiflce
experiences "to write up some of
the things we find for scholarly
. joumal3." The production bad its
, own ed>.DOgI'lIpIu, speech commu1'; nicatioo AUdent Scott Dillard, who
~documented its aeatiOll.
Pelias said the s:ript, which c0nsists of 10 pieces taken from plays
and literature as wt;ll as original
monologues written by cast membt-:s, was "ultimately collaborative."
Cast members were. not selectr.d
by traditional open uy-outs, Pelias Anita RIch, doctoral candJdate In speech Communications,
said. Knowing that this would be a . perfOrmS In "From OUt of Me We Speak." The play WIll b6
challenging piece, Pelias said be
circulated the idea among speech pertonned OCt. 5-7 at 8 p.m. at callpre Stage.
• communicatioo graduate students
• dfecIi than _+L_
to gauge interest in the project.
fCDiIy
\Ie
uu"",.. Amoog Van Duyn poem "What the
- Performers Anita Rich, Amy the best pieces is Rich's pet1or- Motorcycle Said" with infectious
Burt, Gayle Jennings and Bill - maoce oC"Dug House," a mono- eaergy and an obvious love of JanKirksey, all speech communicalioo Iogue adapII:d from die diary of an guage.
The produciion demonstrated
doctoral candidates, and junior insane woman.
~:' Mark Kopilash, definitely rise to
0Ianting -nbs is Ihc real thing. bow actors and 8CIR!'SSeS bridge the
';" the challenge.
.. Mr. SbakespeaJe" while smearing gap between themselves 81l'i their
~
The cast members exploit the- f"mger paint on bel" face, Rich is cbaracters in many ways.
BIUt makes a comic scene about
full potential of the production', - c:hillingIy realistic without a hint of
experimental form, revealing melodrama.. After ber wrenching rape extremely funny, but occathemselves and their charactels in .,eriormance, Rich washes the sionally stepS out of the scene and
intimate detail. Cavorting in the paim off her face while analyzing admits "half of me thinks pieces 00
rape aren't very funny at all."
production's colorful but simple her 8pIm8Cb to Ihc character.
set, the pafmnen are like children "I acaII:d dial cbaracIa' for me.
"Fl"JIIl Out of Me We Speak" is
set free in an ii1tellectual play- I'm DOl sun: how. well I created an excellent opportunity to watch
ground. .
IjIat for)'OU, bIa !bat didn't seem to . creativity in action. 11 is a puducAlthough each of the 10 pieces bemymainc:oocem."
lion that takes big cbances with
bas moments of brilliance and
OOel" effective pieces include theater conventions and succeeds
excitement, IDI\e are I1KX'C amis- KopiJam's rec:itatioo of tbe Mona in almostevecy way.

!

'Other voices' photo lecture series
high lights work by various artists
By Katherine Lydon
"Othel" VoiCg in Photography,"
a free public lecture series, will
begin at 7:30 tonight at the
Univ=ity Musewn AnditlXiwn in
Faner Hall.
Th¢ series presents three artists
!his month and three in March.
Tonight's featured artist is
Chinese-American Reagan Louie,
who has a personal desire to
resolve what it is to be both
Chinese and American, Jan Roddy,
coordinator of the series, said.
Louie's father came to America
ovec half a century ago in search of
a new life. The life that his father
left bebind is wlut intrigues Louie.
He returns to China every year
questing for an understanding of
hispa.q.
Roddy said Louie, who is a pbo-

1pm-Uam
Eelt ,; D_.M an DedI Ewryday

Beer Ciarden

mances.

StaflWriter
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tography instructor at the San
Francisco Art Institute, should
ha\le some i.lt.':leSting photos.
"His work is impol1ant because
so many people tend to think that
everybody belongs to a mainstream. nuclear family. This just
isn't ttue," Roddy said.
Carrie May Weems, professcr at
Ha.mpsl1ire College. will speak at
7:30 p.m. Oct. 11.
Weems is a black woman who
explores bow whites stereotype
blacks. Sbe said her work "taps
right at the axe of these ugly liule
pevailing atilUdes...
Roddy said Weems uses "images
like family snapshots with storytelling." such as a black man holding a watermelon and a black
WOIIUIl holding a chicken leg.
The last artist featured this
monlh is Silvia A. Malagrino who
will "present her wOOr at 7:30 p.rn.

Ocl 18. Malagrino is a visiting
anist at the UnivetSily of Illinois at
Champaign·Urbana and the Art
Institute of OIicago.
Malagrino studied literature at
the UnivetSity of Buenos Aires in
1976 when the military overthrew
the government
"Her work deals much with
memory. It is abstract and emotional, real laIge. heavily scmtchcd
and manipu1lted," Roddy said.
MaIagrino said her worlc is "out
of inner pressure, some sort of tension that is clear not even to me."
"In depicting the world that is
mine. therefcxe. I am also depicting the society I am living in."
-Roddy said sbe chose artists who
fit into the category of "other,"
which included pe:JPle from ethnic,
gender and sex:tal preference

Bud & Bad Light I
Pitcher Hight
Mr. Bold from Chicago
~!i~~ DANCE - DANCE

I :!;1jll.Wd iJ I! ,

BUYER·S CLEARlria HOUSE
103 S·ootb 13th Stred
Mo.rphYibor!J. lIIin~is 62966
(behind the CI~ National Bank)
68 2120

Suave Shampoo
16 oz. Bottle - Various
Scents - $2.39 Value

8Q~h

Trust Stick Deodorant
Various Scents 79¢ value

30!be
60Sbe

Mennen s Lady Speed
Stick Deodorant
1.5 oz. Stick, $2.58 Retail Value
Kiddie's Fun Time
Bubble Bath Bottle

2/$1.00

13 oz. Biodegradeable $1.00 Value
Vick'g Vapo-Aub
3 oz. Decongestant Ointment
$4.79 Value
Ten-O-Six Lotion
16 oz. Bottle of Deep Cleaning
Skin Lotion $6.10 Value

5~~t

$1.00
$2.10

1000'S OF ITEMS YOU WANT AT PRICES 'tOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS

CORBSIDE (IPS PICK...(JP RHD DEUVERY
OPE" DAILY fIT 9:00AM

Student Center Dining Services
This Weelk's §]pecitdl.nS

{JIiX!J!A
10% off AJI-Check-Your-Choice Sandwiches
From the Sandwich Shoppe.

"Blue Plate Special" 1 Entree, 2 Side Dishes
(vegetable & starch) for only $2.89.

"The Hitman Italian Beef on Hoagie with Potato
Chips and Pickle Spear $2.19.

-~
Introducing our new Blueberry and Cherry
Cheese Cake Donuts .35~ or 2 for- _60~

Located in the Student Center

groups.
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Stud:ent pro~rainming Coun~iI

','BE fI PART OF ITin"

"There's No Place Like Home."
~ King and Qavvn~__

~Prvliminary Elmions~
Today.

Housing elections are being held
in your respective l'.mch halls.
Off-campus elections are being held on the
first floor. Student Center. lOa.m.-4p.m.
I.G.C. elections are being held in the activity
rooms on the third floor.Student Center.

Performers,
Wanted For

Be A Part Of The Stodent Progl'Clmmlng (OCIndl

Q/~D'-'
n~mpu~!"a~!l

Make Your Own Ideas Become Reality.

IIIESczccKne An Expmslw Arts Or Video ChallnM!I'SOIR.111
Pick Up Applicarlons At 1:'he SPC Office

\!;f;t.'?~J ·

, Located On The 3Id. Floor Of The Student Center.

And Schedule An Interview.

For more information call
at 536-3393

SPC TRAVEL & REC.

Sk~

~

January6-1~

Steamboat

$275 without transportation
$356 with transportation
a five day lift ticket
Ski In - Ski out accommodations.
Sign Up by Oct. t 8 til

~~c1udes.

v

.*
..

r.

~-'
.

'=:::iir

-

In the SPC office!

~ Go with the one you know & trns11
. . For more information call Heather: 536-3393

Children address Congress
on issues facing the youths
WASHINGTON (UPI) Children from across the country
had a nue chance to teU Congress
Tuesday what's on their minds,
saying budget priorities should
stress edu.:ation ovez defense and
sex and drug talks should begin in
grade school.
Sevem1 witnesses undez age 11
testified at a joint hearing of the
House Select Committee on
Children, Youth and Families and
the House Budget Committee Task
Force on Human Resources.
Tuesday
was
designated
"Children's Day" under legislation
sponsored by Rep. Joseph
Kennedy, D-Mass.

Judgerules
for actor Hurt
in court battle

"If all 435 members of the
House could have heard d1Cir testimony, we could easily pass legislation to deal effectively with their.
problems," Kennedy said after the
three-hour hearing.

U

Keisha Stith of the Bronx, N.Y.,
who noted she had a son before she

was a teen, said sex education
"really needs to be taught earl;'!r"
and she wished she had received it

Database Dating Inc.
Box 2074 <lit.
Carbondale, n. 'fI'
62901
Write for your personality

NEW YORK (UPI) - Oscarquestionnaire now. You
winning actor William Hurt and
will receive 2 computer
his ex-l"ver, former ballerina
generated phone numbers
Sandra Jennings, never had a comfor $15.00•
mon-law marriage, a judge ruled
Thesday, dashing Jennings' hopes
of wresting away as much as $S
million of Hurt's earnings.
In a scathing IS-page decision,
sta~e Supreme Court Justice
Jacqueline Silbermann accused
Wednesday
Jennings of doctaing evidence and
presenting witnesses who lied on
hezbebalf.
"I am thankful for the ruling
25¢ Kaanapali Watermelon Gold
received today, which is a vindication of everything I have said,"
Hurt said in a wriaen statement
308 Illinois.
distributed by his publicist.
Hurt, 39, said he took on the
court battle, rather than trying to
reach 8 seWemeot., because "I simply could not continually give in to
the pressures that have been constantly put on me for more and
more money and othez acc0mmodations from Sandra Jennings and
0lhC!'S...
Jennings' flamboyant lawyer,
Richard Golub, accused die judge
of becoming "star-struck" and
smitten with Hurt during a sensaIional six-day IriaJ in June.
The judge became an instant
celebrity because of widespread
television covezage of the trial, featuring testimony from Hurt and his
fonner wife, actress Mary Beth
Hurt.
"Any judge is enrltIed to fall in
love with any witness. She was
star-struck and impressed by
William Hurt." an angry Golub .
told reporters. "The decision is
legal embaIrassmen1 fir the judge.
This is a pofectcase fir appeal"
Hurt won an Oscar in 1986 foc
529-3808
111 N. Washington
his perfonnance in "Kiss of the
Spidel' Woman." He was nominat_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ C 0 Ii P 0 n __./?"".. ______ ,
ed as best actor again in 1987 foc
his role as a teacher of the deaf in
901 S.lllinois
Daisy Mae~ / Expires 10-15-89 I
"Children of a Lesser God," and I
Smorgasbord
I
in 1988 for playing TV anchor- I
.
I
man-hunk Tom Grunnick in James
BrooIcs' "Broadcast News. ..
Publicity-shy and long co1lSidwith the purchase of home cooking.
I
ered one of Hollywood's outsiders, I
I
Hun won wide acclaim starting in I
1980 for his work in the movies
I
"Body Heat" and "Altered
I
States," and foc his pofonnance as
L ________________________ ~
a drug-fueled dropout in "The Big
I
Thrift
box
$2.00
.
549-3991
I
•
Chill."
Hurt is now in an off-Broadway
play. "Beside Herself." Previews
I
I
at the Circle Repertory Co. in New
; 611 S. nlinois 549-8178 :
York begin Wednesday.
Si1bermann's long-awaited deciI
Free
I
sion capped a year-long court balI With any Lunch Combo; I
tle that made public the couple's
: 6-pack of Pepsi :
I
indudes
soup,
egg
roll
I
private pain and acrimony. In a
with purchase
I
land fried rice. $2.95 _ .. I I
sensalional trial last spring,
: 1 mile south of SIU Arena: : of M, L or XL Pizza :
Jennings' auomeys portrayed Hurt
Free Delivery 549-7231 I I
as a dnmken wife beaIer.
Exp.10·15-89
I
I offer good thru 10-15-89
Jennings. 32, sought to prove
.JI
IL ___________
549-8178
she and Hurt had a commoo-law
maniage WIder South Carolina law.
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Frieda Dyson of Hanisbwg, Pa,
said things have "gone too far"
when schools need to post signs
indicating d1Cy are drug-free zones.
Dealing with young people's
stress and constant pressures also
needs to be more effectively
addressed, said Susan Schnellez of
Lawrenceville. NJ.
Kennedy released a Nationai
Children's Day "Report Card,"
showing an increase in rates of
mumps, measles and pertussis
(whooping cough), whicb can be
fought with immunizations.

Traci Meiler of Fort Edward,
N.Y., told the lawmakers,
"Education is la:king in this counby. How can our budget for education be less than for defense? ~. We
have 10 change things now, not 10
years from now."

----en
en
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m grade school. She also suggested
more day care funds could help
young mothers flnish high school
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WILDWOOD MOBILE HOME

I.·.·..

winlor

10·.(·89
6171Ac33
1983 SU!UKI GSll00L, no-v ri_,

:ii~~~i havelD-.
10-6·89
6168Ac35
1985 HONDA XL60<'R AK. EXc.
condo exira., ,$135\1 abo, CaU
536·7051.
Ac

windc>wi,

GUYS ROOM IN 3bdrm hou ..
$1040. Nice 2 bdnn Mobile home
$200 for on. $240 lor 2. 4575128.

GOVERNMENTS JOB$$16,0'(0·

bdrm. and bath. PartiDI~ Ivrn., 2

~~:~~.

Am~ATE WANTED~2~~

lor mobile ""'-- Open CI4:300. 529-5331_
10-10-89
622~Ar37
PARAPlANE MODEL M-2. GOOd
cond, u.ed very lillie, call for
cletaiJS.5.49-3Q.e.
10-10-89
. 6223AR37
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lO;;8:HARE
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trn.~~~Oo't"'5.(~~'
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OR FEMALE. ~€a.~:
furnished townhous., w/ae,

1~8~t.wASAKI EXsotgta .;3

.aiohwasher, waoher/~, ceilins

1213.
lC'16-89
6337Ac.(1
1982 HONDA 750K(..U<. cond.,

cabt1 C:::':-L:':~ir.:~~TatII

'g.

fan., fully carpeled,
polio
I:-CIo~I, .nlerlainment cenler,

Block sporlbike. $220. coil 5.49·

onyrimo/lv """"'9'" 529-,( 156 Jat

~~.:t, ~~t:u.mu.....1.
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6083C37
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Speciall.. lI: full.ime Civil Service
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FURNISHED EffiGENCY WITH lUll
kilchen. ph. 529·22041. Walar &

Employmenl Service., 803 S
Elizabeth St, Carbondale, Il no

~'UC":"..~2E~;( g;!;;rt':nf.y

,"""lncl. $198/mo.
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615.(BaQ
2 BDRM APT., lake o.er " mo.

t&tC-

~~.~=~2:'
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~.~~~.A:h~
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408~ UNR:RN, ver~~!~~
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] BEDROOM
410'12 E. Hester
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~~ct $.450=. 5~

EffiCIENCIES, CLEAN WEll
mainlained ",lih a/e. All wilhin
campu ••

4 BEDROOM
212 Hospital Dr.
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6197!\an
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SIU.
fumished, <Or\*. $1 SO 529-3581
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(Behind D_Q_)

514 N. Oakland
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512 S. Beveridge
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CARBONDALE'
MOBIL! HOMES
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1oa~~s to ca~,~

Highway S I Nort••

~59i7~'·kep. hOu ... Lea••.

~Qundromof'.

I
6163An35

-Trash Pick Up
-lown Service
-Locked Post Office 9ol<es

carpel, air, "'''Ier~ ok, rur~

~2J::f-4608, ~~'8b50
tiiRGf 3 BDRM., wales & heal

.tnd~rPool

included, Iocded Mar Weal Side
Kroge<. 1 penon need. 2 more.
$165 mo. each. Available
Immediately. 529·3513.
10·30-82
6110fM1

~R~A.~~,;:, i;;, ~
)0-15, r"'.. , leo.., $,(80. .(:ii.
5589.
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.
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Cablevi510n

-City Water & Se~'!Qf

lt~ 8DRM dupl.fl4~

lQ.6.89

Carbondale Mobile· Homes ,---_ _
Sta~ing at $15'; mo.
NEWLY REMODELED 4 BDRM.
dupln. 3 P!!OPI. need 1 more.

f}~f~ ~,~~~~29~~'3~

""riA. iI1med.

_10-5-89.

53flJIn.Y

Lots Available
Starting at $75 mo.
549-3000

~jt; .(9()8.

BODY
&
AUTOWORKS
Mechanical repair. foreign &
dom.Iic. MrVice calls, I.e YB ".."
8-5, M-f. 549-5991.
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TOYOTA RfPAJR, ALSO
rir.,
~~~~ 1501 Weal Main St.,
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Mechanic. He
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CAR
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double decker or thin crust pizza.
free f>8O!IUIs Jtor 4 P!"~ ~2 011 !g.
pizza w/ III>clow D. llehind Court

House in Murphy.boto.
10-23-89
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Health-

Radiator
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SborI&long
__
Term
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Auto- __. __

Motorcycles & Boots
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Get A Jump On Winter
Let Huff's Winterize
& Tune-up Your Car.
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457-.. 123
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~

529-1711

550 N. University
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63! 8C35

fOR RENT
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_.457-6193 lor inlormation.
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63278o.(Q
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Job Service
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area, northside. Phone 5.49·7381

JENNY'S ANTIQUES AND used
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aI Midland Inn _em, go .......
miles. 5.(9-04978. .
10-17-89
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SPIDERWEB. BUY AND SEll u~
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10-17-89
61 69An42
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nighbl Co.... by the

or after 6 pn 457-422!.
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457-6956.
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MODERN, HIGHLY ENERGY
alliciant, 2 Bel "P. Next 10 Union
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Now you can charge your
classified ads on your Visa
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COMPUTER

PROGRAMMER, uparienat in D.

ea.. and dipPW a

mull. I'urlher
e'.P!'rience In a ..embl., and C
would be heIpIul. Send rmumes 10
P.O. Box 159, ElkviIle.1l62932.

To Pete
& John
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There was a
group of
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WANTED: BARTENDERS. APPLY
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-Vote
Today

would like to

Congratulate
the newly initiated

members of

Order of
Omega
President

Sigma Kappa
is proud
to prese"t

Skip Catfierman
':Betli.9lnn
Van. t])er Wegan.
Steplianie Jurgens

VAVREK

'atuf

Jenna !Jkrftdtf

for

P.S. How 'Boat
That Limbo?

Way to Go!

Homec'lmlng
Queen

Ken -

Congratulations

You're on the
road to

40: Don't

Brad Clark

,.

and

Shannon Wolfe

University
lIall
King and Queen
Candidates
University Hall-

6177g7
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Remember>

A barrette
was lost
in such a
macho way,
& your
new letters
are so cool;
will the
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~

O~

We said
, bye-bye
Miss Amfrican
Pie,
broke in.a
light fixture,
& got real
courageous
more than
one time!
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,
t

Love,
The Men Of

•

~~DBMRYPER~~
...... own _, imuranee, flex hrL

cetli~cale ~emed.

WE had
a BLAST

strangers~

cwnnI /ederc,j~

DeSaIo

Sigma.

Call BIRTHRIGHT

Thenight
was a blast,
wish it
could have
forever last,
Can we do
it again?

Just
remember,
M-n-M's
make friends!

Love,

Stephanie
&

Tricia

to vote.
Love,
The Wesley
Gang

I

Student
Center'
Today.

Sigma Kappa
Song Chair
and
Athletic Chair

HEY
GREEKS

Vote
For

DAN
(SMITH

ATOl
FOR
HOMECOMING

KING

Wed. Oct. 4

Student Life
Advisor
The Brothers
of

ATO

are proud to
Recognize their
top scholars
for 1989
~a!Miffer 4.0

M~ Contife 4.0
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Calvin and Hobbes
Aviation Management Society
Presents

"AVIATION IN THE FUTURE"
A Banquet Featuring -J
ROBERT .I. SMIPHER """
Former Captain & v.P. Flight Operations

EASTERN A.Rl.NES
PRES./e.E.O. INTERRAND CO.

October 10, 1989
6:30pm
Student Center, Ballroom 0
Tickets Available At Student Center
Check Cashing Window
Price: $15.00, $12.00 SIU Students
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• Amarreto Stone Sours
• Amarreto Sours
• Screwdrivers
$1.75 pitchers: Bud. Miller Lite. Coor's Light
45¢ Coor's Extra Gold bottles

760 E. Grand Ave.

457-2259
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:~Mets tell

Hernandez, -CarterFthey won't be needed in '90
NEW YORK (UPI) - Gary
Carter and Keilh Hernandez, aging
symbols of the New York Mets'
championship teams, Tuesday
were told by management !hey are
no longer needed.
The 35-year-old C<K:aptains met
separately wilh General Manager
Frank Cashen, who thanked the
two for their contributions but
informed Ihem Ihe team would Iry
to build around youlh in t.he 1990s.
Carter and Hernandez were
injured most of Ihe season. Carter
had knee surgery at the end of May
and balled .183 wilh 2 homers and
15 RBI in 153 at-bats. Hernandez
fractured a kneecap in May and hit
.223 wilh 4 homers and 19 RBI in
215 at-bats.
One option !he Mets had was to
re-sign bolh players at a 20 percent
reduction in salaIy, but Cashen said
thaI was impractical given the
players' high salaries. Caner made
. nearly $2.2 million Ibis season and
Hernandez $2 million.
Acquired in a trade from
Montreal in December 1984 for
infielder Hubie Brooks, outfielder
Herm Wmningham, pitcher Floyd
Youmans and catcher Mike
Fitzgerald. Carter drove in more
than 100 runs in each of his fust

two seasons with New York and
was called Ihe key ingredient that
brought the Mets Iheir 1986 championship.
"I had a great fi';e years here,"
he said. "I came here with a mission to nurture a young pitching
staff and to win a world championship and we accomplished that.
in my time ben;, we had three seconds, two firsts and one world
championship."
Hernandez, obtained in a trade
from St. Louis in June 1983 for
pitchers Neil Allen and Rick
Ownbey, provided much needed
leadership to a young team beginning to blossom. He batted more
than .300 in each of his first three
seasons with the Mets and won a
Gold Glove 11 years in a row,
including six wilh the Mets.
Moreovu", he was a player olhers looked up to - on and off !he
field.
"Someone is goiag 10 have t,.
srep up and move the team forward
in Ihe 1990s and it's not going to
be Gary and me," Hernandez said.
"There has to be someone to step
forward. I was sad when I came
here and sad when I left I spent an
equal amount of my time in SL
Louis, but I can honestly say I'U

always be a New York Met"
Carter saic he definitely will
play somewhere next year.
Hernandez said he has productive
baseball left, but he wiU consider
his future over the next month.
"Keilh came to us in the middle
of the 1983 season and turned Ihe
Mets around through his leadership," Cashen said. "I've often
said we had a body of great players
then. He put body and soul togelher. Gary Caner came to us a year
and a half later and many have said
he put us over the top. And that 1
would not dispute. He gave us
class and dignity."
Cashen said the Mets have
decided on Manager Davey
Johnson's future. However, before
disclosing !heir plans, Cashen said
he wanted to contact Johnson, who
is believed on a Florida fishing
trip.
Johnson met with Cashen and
Joe Mcilvaine, vice JiIesideTlt of
baseball operations, last week and
came away believing he would not
be retained. However, most of the
players have said they want him.
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for a study of the physiological and
psychological effects of Cigarette smoking.

We WiD Pay $140
for 5 morning sessions.

Must be 21 years old, 115-145Ibs.
Call SIU-C Psych. Dept. 536-2301
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"He has two years left on his
contract and he is my manager
until I teU him different," Cashen
said.

Memorabilia dealers questioned
in FBI, IRS Pete Rose investigation
CINCINNATI Internal
"ItalkedtotheFBI,andItaiked
Revenue Service and FBI agents to Dowd's people," Perkins said.
are questioning baseball memora- . The. f~eral gran~ jury began
bilia dealers as part of a federal lDvesugaung Rose tn late April.
grand jury inquiry to determine The grand jury, in addition to
whe&ber Pete Rose evaded income investigating the memorabilia
"~t"
..~ is ~g possible!W' ~
.. l"~ Two of the dealers, Charles : ~s centering on Rose s ~
k'"
Sotto and Chuck Perkins, said {ed- b:mg 81 Turfway Parle race ~ m
I
~ezal agents asked them atv.lut mem- Florence. A fonner Rose friend,
'orabilia shows featuring the fonner
Cincinnati Reds manager and "The IRS did talk to
asked that they turn over their me. They wanted to
company's financial records..
"The IRS did 1aIk 10 me," said know how much
Sotto, who opetates CEI Sports in
Cincinnati. "They wanted to know business I had done
how much business 1 had done with Pete Rose. •
with Pete. They wanted anything
-Charles Sotto
involving Pete Rose."
A report of special investigator
Paul
Janszen,
has
told federal
John Dowd for Major League
Baseball concluded that Sotto had investigators that Rose owned
arranged for more than $32,000 in three-quarters of a winning
payments to Rose for signing aut0- $47,646 Pile-Six ticket at Turfway
in January 1987.
graphs at memorabilia shows.
Tommy Gioiosa was convicted
Pemns. who owns a beating and
air conditioning company in last month of federal income tax
Florence, Ky.. said the FBI wanted evasion for masking oWRelSbip of
to see a $5,000 check he had given the race track ticket when it was
Rose for a baseball card show in owned by Rose. Gioiosa was also
convicted of another count of
1987 in Nashville.

$1.50

income laX evasion and one count
of cocaine traffICking.
While !he grand jury already has
delved into the Pik-Six allegation,
federal sources said, more digging
is being conducted on memorabilia
activities. Federal prosecutors and

!'o.:!:=

refuse to discuss
TIle Dowd Report deWJs how
deeply Rose became involved in
memorabilia shows and how much
the aU-time hits leader garnered
from them.
Sotto and Perkins contend they
are small-time dealers who made
some money but quickly got out of
the business. The Dowd Repon"
says Sotto, 28, was involved wiIh
Rose in memorabilia shows for
more than three years. Sotto says
he has remained in memorabilia
sales but won't handle any more
shows.
Among card shows attended by
Sotto and Rose were some conducted by one of the nation's
biggest memorabilia dealers~
Randy Thyber& of Buena Park,
Calif. In May, the grand jury questioned Thyberg about Rose.
Thybezg refuses to comment.

Ex-champ Graziano hospitalized
NEW YORK (UP!) - Former 1apse. physically and mentally_"
"It doesn'llook good," she told
middleweight boxing champion
Rocky Gtaziano was being treated the News.
"He fell down, be couldn't
at a Manhattan hospital Tuesday
for an undisclosed aihnent that his speak and wasn't responding 10
family reportedly suspects could anything. I don't want to call it
Ahbeimer's, because I don't want
be Alzheimer's disease.
Lenox
Hill
Hospital to put a name on it until the doctor
spokeswoman Janet Spencer tells us," she told !he newspaper.
Alzheimer's di.<:ease is a degenwould not give details of the 68erative brain disorder that afflicts
year-<>ld Graziano's condition.
about
2.5 million Americans.
"The family requested that we
release no infonnatioil," Spencer Symptoms usually begin wilh difficulty remembering simple things
"Said
The former prizefighter's daugh- and victims regress to an inC mtter, Audrey Weisman, bowever, like state, needing round-the-clock
told the New York Daily News that attention. The cause of
Graziano suffered a mental and Ahbeimer's is unknown, and there
physical collapse and that his fami- is no cure.
ly is concerned he may be sufferGraziano, a veteran of 83 professional bouts, was born Rocco
ing from Alzheimer's disease.
She said Graziano was stricken Barbella and grew up a povenySunday at the apanment he shares stricken gheLto kid on the toltgh
with his wife, Norma, and was _sueets of Manhattan's Lower East
taken to Lenox Hill Hospital wilh Side. He spent a major pan of his
what she described as a "total col- early life in confmement

Strawberry Margaritas

He knocked out Tony Zale in
1947 to win the middleweight title
after being knoclced ant himself in
the sixlb round 00 his first attempt
to take the 160-pound title from
Zale 81 Yankee Stadium the year
before.
Zale recaptured the title on a
third-round knockout at Newark,
NJ.
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Walton, Smith, other rookies
helped Cubs win East crown·
By Joan Ryan
San Francisco Examiner

The biggest difference between
the Chicago Cubs' 1984 playoff
team and this one might best be
illustrated by a Cubs road trip to
Piusburgh this season.
When the team put together a
golf tournament one morning,
every player participated except
two. Right fielder Andre Dawson
didn't play because he dislikes
golf, and pilCher Rick Sutcliffe
couldn't play because of a sore
back. So those two went to a
movie together instead.
"This team enjoys each other,"
Sutcliffe said. "We do a lot of
things together. In '84, everyone
went their separate ways."
Why the change'? A group of
rookies that has allowed the veterans to see baseball through fresh
eyes again. The Cubs have five
rookies on their playoff roster,
including a starting pitcher, both
catchers and two starting oulfielders. A handful of other Cubs have
less than two years' experience. In
fact, the average age of this Cubs
team is 28.2, two full years
younger than the '84 club.
"You sc-; more excitement in
this clubhouse and 011 the field than
in '84. There's a lot more fun,"
second baseman Ryne Sandberg
said. "Heck, half the team is just
happy to be here in the major
leagues. The fact that we won the
East is just a bonus."
Said II-year-veteran Sutcliffe,
"They've kept me laughing all
year. They ask a lot of dumb questions and do a lot of dumb things,
but they're fun to be around. Every
day 1 come to the ballpadc wondering what they'll do or say nexL"
So who are these guys'?
- Jerome Walton: He so

impressed manager Don Zimmer
in spring training he broke camp
with the team, jumping from
Double A 10 the majors to be the
opening-day center fielder. From
July 21 to Aug. 21, he had a 30game hitting streak, the Cubs'
longest in this century. He is the
leadoff batter with a .295 average.
- Dwight Smith: He was
called up from Triple-A Iowa
when Dawson underwent arthroscopic knee surgery May 11 and
performed so well Zimmer kept
him on the team after Dawson
returned in June. Smith, hitting
.324, now platoons in left field
with Lloyd McClendon. In his lasl
25 games, he has balled .449.
- Joe Girardi: He became the
opening-day catcher when DamOl1
Berryhill began the season on the
disabled list with a shoulder injury.
After Berryhill went out for the
season with a tom rotator cuff,
Girardi and fellow rookie Rick
Wrona pIaIooned at catcher the rest
of the season.
- Rick Wrona: One of the
biggest surprises of spring, Wrona
had spent less than a year in Triple
A, yet broke camp with the team.
When Berryhill came off the
disabled list, he was sent back to
minors but was recalled in late
August. He is batting .261 and hit
his second home run in the final
game of the season Sunday.
- Steve Wilson: Another big
surprise of spring. Wilson had been
a1mOSl a throwaway pan of the offseason trade that sent outfielder
Rafl£l Palmeiro and pitchers Drew
Hall and Jamie Moyer to Texas for
pitchers Mitch Williams, Paul
Kilgus and Wilson and infielder
Curt Wilkerson. Wilson, like
Walton, made the club (as its fifth
starter) in the spring despite spending last season in Double A. He is

6-4 with a 4.20 ERA and two
saves.
"I really believe that this learn
was carried early in the year by
altitude." Sutcliffe said. "You'd
look at the lilleup before a game
and wondel .;ometimes how we
were going to win.
"BUL I.O matter what happenr.d,
no one ever pointed a finger. The
only thing this club ever did was
pick each other up. I think a lot of
it i:; that these young players are
not only good players, they're
good people."
Girardi said having other rookies
in the clubhouse helped him make
a relatively easy transition to the
majors. But what helped most of
all, he said, was the welcome he
and rest of the young players
received from the veterans.
"The veterans haven't treated us
like rookies," Girardi said.
'They've treated us like anyone
else. They expect as much from us
as they expect from everybody 011
the ballclub. If the veterans would
have been hard 011 us, looked at us
like rooId~ it would have been a
lot more difficult"
Dawson took Walton and Smith
under his wing. Dawson even gave
Smith one of his gloves when
Smith was struggling defensively.
Berryhill, though a youngSIer himself, taught Wrona and Girardi.
Sandberg, ar All-Star, Set a great
example for the young players by
being, well, Sandberg.
"For us to see the way he plays,
hitting people over, gj.-:ng himself
up, being completely unselfish,
that's a great example," Girardi
said.
Twenty-three-year-old pitcher
Greg Maddux, with 19 wins going
into last weekend's fmal series
against St. Louis. rejei.:ted an
opportunity to try for 20.

How to Take Tests
Without Falling Apart
Cope with test anxiety by
identifying and controlling
nonproductive thoughts which
interfere with test perforn:tance.
Tips on study habits and test
taking ,,,vill be covered.
Co-sponsored by the
Career Development Center

AWellnoa
""Center

Wednesday, October 4,
3:00-4:30 p.m.
Ohio Room Student Center

Herzog: Wrigley wind wi" decide it
CHICAGO (UPI) The
Chicago Cubs and San Francisco
Giants agree that their two ballparies are at the mercy of the same
elcment- the wind.
St. Louis Cardinals Manager
Whitey Herzog has said the simple
ingredient in the NLCS will be
whether or not the wind is blowing
in at Wrigley. If it blows in, the
Cubs will win, be said. If it blows
out, the Giants will win.
"Hey, if Whitey Herzog said
that it must be true," Cubs
Manager Don Zimmer joked. "But
I guess we have won a lot of
games here when the wind is blowing in. We'll just have to wait and
see."
The wind is expected to be
blowing in when the best-<>f-seven
National League Championship
Series opens Wednesday night at
Wrigley Field. Much of the same is

expected for Thursday's game as
long as the cool weather persists.
"I would imagine that at one
time or another, the wind is going
to bite somebody," said Giants
reliever Craig Lefferts, who came
up with the Cubs in 1983. "Out of
all of the ballparks in \he National
Lea~Ie, these are the two that are
most aifected by wind Candlestick and Wrigley. They
know their balIpadc and we know
ours."
Chicago first baseman Mark
Grace said that could work in San
Francisco's favor. At Wrigley, the
wind is more predictable. It usually
either blows in or out, not around
like at Candlestick.
"Every time there's a popup
there, you have 10 have four guys
chasing it because you never know
where it's going to end up," Grace
said. "They know theil:park a linle

better than us in that respect, and it
might be an advantage."
Cubs slugger Andre Dawson
said the cold wind has a negative
effect on the hitters a~ well.
"Especially when it's blowing
right in your face," Dawson said.
"You got to keep the water out of
your eyes, more so at

Candlestick...
Symmetrically, the twO ballparks
are quite similar. Wrigley measures
355 fet".t down the left field line,
compared with 335 feet at
Candlestick. Both are 400 feet to
straight away center. The outfield
wall at Candlestick is nine feet
high, while the ivy-covered
Wrigley walls range from 11.5 10

15 feet.

PINCH
PENNY

.. AU of \he games (in the series)
will be played 011 grass; both balIclubs are geared toward playing 011

grass."

PUB

GOLF, from Page 24--and sophomores Deborah Minter
and Anne Childress, were exempt
from qualifying rounds mis week
to determine who would make the
nil' \0 Columbus.
Senior Lisa MaiU played in the
two previous tournaments but was
edged out by senior Julie
Shumaker and sophomore Gina
Giacone, who round out the top
five.
Daugherty ~id the team will
travel to Columbus early and will
have a practice round at the course
Thursday to get the team associctcd with the new surroundings.
Of the players who played at the
course in 1987, Shumaker and
Johnson rl'lurn and will try to
impro'!e on the su,,"".s they poslCd
1\'.'0 years ago. They :ired 245 and
253 strokes respccti\'(;i ..·.

Daugherty said she would like to
see \he team fmish in the top five
as they have done in their two tournaments this fall.
"There's a lot of good competition," Daugherty said. "We would
love to finish in the top five. That's
a real lofty goal, but it's not out of
our grasp. We've done it in our last

.Baseball Playoffs
on new Big Screen
and 3 other TV's

Free Munchies
during all games.

toumamenlS."

Dailgherty again will look for
the seniors to step forward and pr0vide the leadership as they have
given in previous tournaments.
Daugherty said she is expecting
Shumaker to continue her rebouna
from a disappointing junior !:~ason.
"Julie was conference champion
her sophomore year," Daugherty
said. 5t>e is hopefully back on
track after a less Ihan sl.Iccessful
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L: "Cubbie Blue" Margaritas $1.50
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Julie Shumaker
junior year. She had a great score
on the lasl day of qualifying. She's
becn playing a lot and working
hard. We're cxpecting good things
from her."

Bud & Bud Lt. Bottles $1.00
Hot Dogs 75¢
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Cubs, Giants fans recollect
1908 monumental blunder
By Dwight Chapin
San Francisco ExCillliner
If it weren't for Fred Merkle,
baseball's all-time "goat," this
year's playoffs would be the first
time the Giants and Cubs ever
played for a National LeagJoe pennant
But, 81 years ago, Fred Merkle
made the mistake he was never
able 10 shake - the mistake that
cost the New York G.ants a spot in
the World ~!ies.
Merkle was a 19-year-o!d
reserve flISt baseman in 1908, just
a handful of games inlO a 16-year
major league career that was exemplary in every way, except for the
one, monwnental blunder.
It happened on Sept.. 23, 1908, at
the Polo Grounds, with the Giants
only a few games from clinching a
league title.
The Cubs had won Ihe first two
games of a three-game series, and
the third game was tied, I-I, in the
bottom of the ninth. Moose
McCormick was on third and
Merlde on first when Al Bridwell
singled cleanly 10 center, almost
bitting base umpire Bob Emslie,
who fell 10 the ground 10 get out of
the way.
McCormick scored the winning
run, but as he crossed the plate,
MerIde, who was halfway 10 second, pulled up and more or less ran
for his life to the clubbouse to
escape the mob of fans that
streamed onto the field.
There are as many versions of
what happened then as there are
baseball storytellers. One of the
most reliable eyewitnesses may
have been Giants manager John

McGraw, who went 10 his death
claiming his team w~ robbed !hal
day.
As McGraw IOld it, Cubs outfielder "Circus" Solly Hofman
retrieved Bridwell's hit and ti:..ew
it back 10 the infield, where the ball
rolled througb the milling spectators and past third base. Cubs
pilcher Floyd Kroh, seeing
Hofman po:nting and motioning
wildly, rushed from the dugout and
scooped up the ball.
But Giants pitcher Joe
McGinnity saw what was happening, too, snatched the ball from
Kroh's band and nred it inlO the
right-field stands.
Cubs second baseman Johnny
Evers, a keen student of baseball's
technicalities, got that ball - or
another one, perhaps from plate
umpire Hank O'Day - shoved
through the crowd, lOuche<! second
and demanded that Emslie call
Merkle out on a force play, thus
denying McCormick's run from
rounting.
Emslie refused, saying that in
IJJP, bedlam he hadn't seen whether
Meride touched second.
"No decision was made,"
McGraw said, "and we expected
none. Frankly, nobody paid mucb
aucntion 10 the squabble, because
the rule involved (if a batter makes
a third out without reaching nest
~ safely or forces a runner, no
nms can score) was a new one and
carried no weighL We even joked
in the clubhouse ~bout Evers'
effon to put one over, and that
endediL"
But that didn't end iL Evers had
taken his ~ 10 O'Day, who ruioo
that Merkle was ouL If so, that

should have sent the game to a
10th inning, but in a repon he
wrote several hours later to
National League president Harry
Pulliam, O'Day said !hal since he
hadn't asked to have the field
cleared, it was 100 dark 10 complete play.
The Giants howled, but Pulliam
didn't ove.rrule O'Day. The game
ended in a 1-1 tie. The Giants, who
wound up the regular season in a
tie with the Cubs, lost a playoff 10
Chicago,
And Merkle's place in Baseball
Hall of Shame fairly or unfairly,
was secure.
Merkle wept in the clubhouse,
and IOld McGraw, "Get rid of me,
Mac. I don't deserve 10 play on the
Giants."
McGraw didn', get rid of
Merkle. Instead, he raised the
youngster's salary $500 and starteJ
10 help rebu!ld his shattered confidence.
MerIcle dido't lack mental acuity.
Hc had a better-than-average IQ,
w~ one of the Giants' best chess
players, and, in time, became a
trusted adviser 10 McGraw on 1aCtics.
For years, however, unfeeling
fans would ShOUL "Bonehead!"
and "Don't forget 10 touch second
~!" every time Meride came 10
bat. Merkle even wound up in
some dictionaries of the time ~ a
verb: "To Merkle. To fail to
arrive."
His teammates knew what he
went through. Decades later,
Bridwell said he wished he never
started it all by getting !hal key single. "I wish I'd 3truck out
instead," he said.
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• Private MaIlboxes for rent
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Service

CLEVELAND (UPI)
would be sentenced 10 probation.
Uuld asked McMonagle for probabruising runner and two-lime Pro ti;)n Tuesday b..~fore the sentence
Bowl selection, Tuesday was sen- was announced.
tenced 10 six months in prison after
"I'm not very happy about it,"
pleading guilty in Au;'USt 10 using Gold said of Mc;Monagl~'s decicocaine.
sioo.
Mack was sentenced by
Asked if he thought it was a fair
Cuyahoga COlUl<y Common Pleas seruence, Gold said, "Qt) depent1s
Judge Richard McMonagle and or. who's getting it. ar.d who's DOl
was scheduled 10 begin serving bis To :he persoll getting it, it's not
sentence immediately at the Ohio fuir...
Stale Refonruuory in Mansfield.
In
sentencing
Mack,
Entering his ruth NFL season McMonagle said: "You create a
after playing with the LA Express dilemma fir me. I'm going 10 give
in the U.s. FOOIball League, Mack you six months in the refonnalOry.
w~ arrested on June 28 in a ghetto
That's all. ..
on Cleveland's east side. He was
Gold asked for a stay in the sencharged with possession of . 1eJICe, but McMonagle said: "'No,
cocaine, sale or resale of cocaine, I'll talk 10 you later."
aggravated drug ttafficking and
Ironically, Mack was placed on
possession of criminal tools.
the Browns active roster Monday
Those charges were drq;ped and and was expectoo 10 rejoin the
Mack pleaded guilty Aug. 30 10 team for its Oc'_ 15 game with
using cocaine, a fourth-degree Piusburgh. After his arrest, Mack'
felony !hal carries a maximum sen- undenvent a 3Cklay rehabilitation
tence of 18 months in jailllRli a
program at the Cleveland Clinic,
SS,ooo fine. Mack and bis lawyer, but he was suspended for four
Gerald Gold, expected Mack g&I'IeSbytheNH...

Under the league's substance
abuse policy, an athlete teSting positive for the first time is required 10
undergo a 30-day rehabilitation
program. It was Mack's first
offenr, but the league apparently
believea the felony chalge necessitated a stronger sanction.
The Browns had no immediate
commenL
Mack Leamed with Earne~t
Byner in 1985 10 become only the
thiId pair of running backs on the
same learn to gain 1,000 yards
rushing in the same season. He was
named 10 the Pro Bowl after that
season and after the 1987 campaign, but in 1986 he mi~ four
games with a shoulder injury and
last season missed action in 10
games because of injuries.
He was on crutches in the
Browns lockerroom Monday due
to knee surgery performed last
month, but his return for the
Steclet game was expected 10 bolster what has been an anemic
Cleveland
running
game.

Wyche threatens rowdy Cleveland fans
CINCIJI.'NATI (UPO
Cincinnati Bengals coach Sara
Wyche says he will take bis team
off the field in December's game if
Cleveland Browns' fllIIs are as
rowdy ~ they were last Sunday.
"They (Cleveland fans) need 10
be caged, " declared Wyche.
"I'm going on record rigbt
now," said Wyche. "When we go
10 Cleveland (Dec. 3), if they're
throwing stuff during pregame
warmups, we come off the field.
"I don't care bow long the delay
is before starting the ball game.
They'll empty those stands or
they'll gel enough security or
they'll put a fence or net around
them,"

Unruly C1eVe!:i.'Id fans siuing in
end zone seats called the "Dawg

Pound" pelted Denver Broncos'
players with debris ~ Sunday and
the officials had the teams switch
ends of the field in Ll)e fourth quarter.
Wyche said he \\ ill not permit
Wlcivilized fans ro alter the co'me
of the game tll8t way on Dec. 3.
"They (officials) had no right,
no precedent, 10 do that," said
Wyche. "We're not going 10 swap
end zones, I'll tell you !haL We're
not going 10 warm up and we're
not going 10 go inlO an end zone
with lIIat kind of stuff going 00.
"We'll clear the field until the
officials get it straightened out by

security or a big fence."
Wycbe said the decision to
switcb ends I)f the neld enabled
Clew'land 10 win the game. The
Browns won, 16-13, on a last-second 48-yard field goal that just
barely cleared the aossbar.
"It (switching ends of the field)
gave Cltweland the wind and the
garne,~ said Wyche. "Denver had
to run its offense on the soft,
nuddy pan of the field where the
lraction and footing is lousy."
Reports on the wind differro.
IOwever. The flags atop the
uprights were motionless as Bahr
was kicking, and the wind at
ground level ac:tually was blOwing
slightly in his face.
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Students Earn Extra Cash
We Are Now Buying Women's
Fall .. Winter Clothes•••
We pay instant cash for clothes

-

Browns' running back Kevin Mack
,~.sentenced for cocaine trafficking
C\e'..e1and fullback Kevin Ma:k, a
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Egyptian Photo &Copies
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717 S. Illinois Avenue • 529-1439

25% OFF

~ 1-3

I
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Hour Film Processing ~
35mm, 110, 126, or disc
"0
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I
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Not valid with any other special.
Expires: Oct. 7, 198Y

New Hours
M-T
8-8:00
8-5:30
Fri & Sat
Sun
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GODFATHER'S PIZZA LOCATIONS
CARBONDALE

"CAPE "G"IRARDEAU """" ""

1040 E. Walnut
529-3881
2109 William ................................ 334-0165

PADUCAH

901 Joe Clifton

1M

Dr·POPL.AR 'BLliFF ........ 443-9848
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1 FOR $8 99
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J-:::'='!odher's
I U\J\.U.CU-I
Pizza '"
•

•
•
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II $

I
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I
I

II
I
I

Expires 11/30/89
CLU637·2IU8-1

2 99 = 2
~

I

L!~!:'!:!3!"

i

Please mention coupon when
ordering. Limit coupon per.
order. One offer per coupon.
Delivery ema. Limited deliwery
times and areas. Not Valid with
any other offer or coupons. N o .
substitutions 01 ingredients.

"S"IKESTON """""""""""686-1420

Dinner Mon. & Tues. Nite 5:00-8:00 P.M.

r.:
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":::'''.l"_a.c..:.-'S
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V
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II
I

Valid DllMHn only. Please
mention coupon when
ordering. Not Valid with any
otherofler or coupons. Offer
good at participating
restaurants.

Expires 11/30/89

LARGE SUPER
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$10 99 II
1 FOR $6 99 =a
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I
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I
I
I

FOR
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•I V
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II

Please mention coupon when
ordering. Limit '»Upon per
order. One offer per coupon.
Delivery extra. Limited deliwery •
times and areas. Not Valid with
any other offer or coupon&. No
substitutions of inlJredients.

I

Expires 11/30/89
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I

Please mention coupon when
ordering.Limitone.couponper
order. One offer per coupon.
Delivery extra. limited delivery
times and areas. Not Valid with •
any other offer or coupons. No
substitutions 01 ingredients.
•

.--

~

J-~='!.dh"·

I
I
Not Valid with any other offer or I
coupons. ~ivery extra.
Llmitaddel.-ytlmesand
I
Please mention coupon when

uvuuu,_et"S.Of'dering.Umit_couponper
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V
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I
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~
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V
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Raiders hire NFL's 1st black coach
Shanahan
gets the axe,
Art Shell hired

LOS ANGELES (UP!) - The
Los Angeles Raiders, losers of
three of lIteir first four games,
Tuesday fired Coach Mike
Shanahan.
AI Davis, me general managing
partner, replaced him with offensive line coach Art Shell, IllE<king
him the first black head coach in

NFL history.
Shell, one of lite league's top
offensive tackles for 15 years,
made the Pro Bowl eight times as a
Raider. He joined lite team's
coaching staff afta retiring in 1983
and was thought to be among !hose
considered before Shanahan was
given the job.
By hiring Shell the Raiders
remove a stigma that has long
blemished the NFL. For years, the
league has ttailed baseball and baskeIhall ie minority hiring and been
repeatedly critidzeJ by civil rights
groups for its failure to name a
black bead coach from its ranks of

qualified assistants.
The team scheduled a 3:30 p.m.
PDT news conferenc~ to introduce
Shell.
Shanahan guided the Raiders to
an 8-8 record last year in his t"irn
season as an NFL head coach.
The Raiders have blown two
fowth-qlllll1a" leads and fel! behind
28-0 to Denver in another game.
Los Angeles is last in both rushing
yards allowed (653) and penalty
yards committed (307). The team
has also been called for 11 holding
penalties in the last two games.
Los Angeles, which has made
nine moves at linebacker since the

season began, plays the New YOlk
Jets next Monday night at the
Meadowlands. A loss by the
Raiders would give the franchise
its wor;t start since 1964.
Shanahan, 37, was the offensive
r-OO.-dinator of the AFC West-rival
Denver Broncos when Davis hired
him in February of 19811.
Davis' three previous coaches
since 1966 when he returned to the
Oakland Raiders as managing general partner were John Rauch
(1966-68), John Madden (1969-78)
and Tom Flores q 979-87). Flores
resigned after tile 1987 season

amid rumors that Davis was pu.<:hinghimout.
Shanahan began the season
looking over his shoulder afta the
Raiders failed to make the playoffs
last season. Davis was upset lite
team was nut lItrowing deep to
Willie Gault and Mervyn

Fernandez.
Trainil.g camp was marred by
the traffic death of safety Stacey
Toran. Matt Millen and Todd
Christensen, linJrs to lite team's
glory days in Oakland, were
waived, and running back Marcus
Allen held out.

Defensive coach impressed
with athletes' attitude, effort
By Greg Scott
StaffWriler

In his fiTSt week back with the

me

team
recovering from preseason heart surgery, defensive coor-

dinator Gerry Hart says he has
been impressed with the defensive
play of the Salukis.
"I lcept up with what they
(Salukis) were doing in the newspaper and everything," Han said.
"I think they have played real hard
and done quite w~ll. I am
impressed with the attitude and
effort."
Stanley King, defensive backs
eo&;h, and Ralph Young, defensive
line coach, shared coaching duties
in Hart's absence. Hart kept in
touch with lite Saluki coaching
staff during his absence, but it was
more {rom a personal standpoint.
be said.
"1 kept in touch but it was more
of a personal standpoint than a pr0fessional standpoint," Hart said.
"They (King and Young) ran the
defense. Football is one of those
sports that you have to be involved
with 100 percent. Right now I'm
working with the game plan and
trying to catch up."

Tammy king, senior n

finance from MadIson, spots jUnior
Jose COItes, a junior In electrical engineering from Mt.
Prospect n the \WIght room 81 the Rec Center1lleSday.

Won1en golfers off to Ohio
By Kevin SImpson
StalfWriter

i

Hampton injured
LAKE FOREST. m (UP!) All-pro defensive tackle Dan
Hampton will miss two weeks and
possibly six because of a knee
injury. Chicago Bears tr.IineI' Fred
Caito discLlsed Tuesday.
The ll-year veteran was to be
examined late Tuesday in East
Lansing, Mich., by Dr. Lanny
Johnson to prepare h;.m for arthroscopic surgery on Wednesday
mcming, Caito said.
"I don't want to speculate on
what will happen to Dan," Caito
said. "But 1 know he'D do wbatever the doctor recommends.
"Right now I know lItere is
somcil.mg wrong with his cartilage
(left knee) and if it's just cartilage,
I know it's Dan's plan to do whatever it takes to get ready," Caito
said.
Caito said it takes a minimwn of
two weeks to recover from artIlTO-

completely healthy,"he did fine"
moving fOlWard, Caito said.
Caito said he is surprised
Hampton has been able to hang in
with all the injuries to his knees.
"He's different." said Caito. "p.z
defies nanue...
After having a long talk ",illt
Hampton before his departure for
East Lansing, Caito said, "I think
this will be his last year. He wants
to do the be!:l he can. He wants to
gobacktothe~uperBowI."

Caito also reported free safety
Dave Duerson has healed from an
injury to his right shc.ulder and will
be back to play at Tampa Bay
SWlday.
Dilka called llunpa Bay a greatly improved team, especially on
defense and willt a better lItan
average running game.
"They'll throw the ball against
us," said Dilka. "They seem to
throw the ball against us more than
against other teams."
The big improvement on
defense, Ditka said, is the Bucs'
four linebaclrers. As a group, they
play Ibe three·four defense as well
as anybody I've seen. "

scopic surgery.
Hampton's' d~cision to play
MOIl[lay night came afta a weeklong series of discussions willt
Caito.
While Hampton was not able to
move as well laterally as he would
Page 24, DaiJy Ero ptian, October 4, 1989
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Han's first assigrunent is to preThe Huskies are led by junior
pare the Saluki defense for the qtl:uterback Stacey Robinson who
offense of the Nonhem has rushed for 467 net yards on In
lllinois University Huskies. It will ca.rries in four games. The 6-foot,
be the second consecutive week 192-pound quanerback also leads
SIU-C faces a wishbone set. the team with six touchdowns.
Arkansas State, the Sdlukis oppoAdam Dach, a 6-foot, 210nent last week:, also employs the
pound sophomore fullback, has
wishbone offense. Arkansas State
carried the ball 53 times for 253
defeated the Salukis 28-23.
yards in lite Huskies' first four
"Arkansas State may have a lit- games. Robinson and Dach are art.'
tle more speed but Northern key members in the Huskies wishl11inois may be stronger inside," bone offense. Breu Schroeder, a 6Han said. ''Their offense::; are simi- foot, 197-pound sophomore halflar. It could help us playi.,g similar back and MiIce SIrasser, 8 5-8, 181offenses in consecutive weclcs."
pound junioe halfback, are lite
Although current head coach other two runners in the Huskie
Bob Smilh has not employed the wishbone. The Huskies are 3-1 this
wishbone this season, the team is
familiar with the offense. Last
The overall balance of the wishyear, the Salulcis ran the wishbone
undes: former head coach Rick bone ofiense is what makes it so
hard \0 defend. Han said.
Rhoades.
The fact 1hat \he team pr.ICticed
"The wishbone is outstanding
against it OIl OWly occasioos in the from the running standpoint," Han
past could help, Hart said.
said. "A team that runs it has great
"I think practicing against it last offensive balance. The quarterback
year •.tr.der coach Rhoades could foc Northern is a leading rusher,
help," Hart said. "But the key to they have an established fullback
fOOlball is repetition. What waked and capable halfbaclts. The rushing
last year may not necessarily carry in a wishbone is evenly distributed."
over to this season."
WlSnDIJiII::

The SIU-C women's golf team
once again will battle against tough
comp:tition when they travel to the ~
prestigious Lady Buckeye
Tournament in Columbus, Ohio.
Head coach Diane Diane
Daugherty said Ohio State
University's 6,100 yard, par-73
Scarlett g\llfcourseis one oflhe
best in Ihecountry.
"The course is one of the
finest-if not the finest-college
course in lite United States,"
Daugherty said. "The course is
absolutely gOigeous. Jack Nicklaus
is an alwnni of Ohio State and

takes care of the courses.•
The Salultis once again will face
teams from the Big Tea &'!I well &'!I
othP..l top schools. Among the 18team field will be Indiana,
Michigan, Brigham Young,
Nebraska, and Penn State. Indiana
has taken first place in each of the
tournaments SIU-C has entered
this fall.
The tournament will include 36
holes on Friday and 18 holes on
Saturday.
Daugherty said lite team will
face a 10ng day when playing 36
holes Friday.
"It will be an interesting t0urnament," she said. " The course will

be physically and mentally tough.
It will take so.ne adjllSlmelU by the
players and will probably take
about 10 hours to play 36 holes OIl
Friday. I just hope the weather
cooperates with us."
Although lite Salukis have not
played in lite Lady Buckeye in
recent years, lite tournament was
held at the Scarlett golf course in
the fall of 1987. The Salukis fmished 13th out \Jf 16 teams lItat

year.
The lOp three finishers from the
Lady Northern tournament two
weeks ago, senior Lisa Johnson,
See GOLf, Page 22

SIU-C cyclers to race in nationals
By KevIn Simpson
StaHWriler

The SIU-C cycling dub will
travel to Trexlertown, Pa., litis
weekrnd to compete in the
Collegiate Track Cycling
Nationals.
Representing SIU-C will be
senior Craig McCallum, junior
r..ameron Widoff, and sophomores
Tom Justice and Sean Culliney.
The bicycle races will be held on
an oval track, banked at a 45
degree angle. The races will consist of kilomeler sprints, individual

timed pursuit and team pursuit.
The Nationals will showcase the
best mcing teams from around the
country. Among the kCllllS represented will be University of
Southern Califomia, UCLA,
California· Berkley, P.ll.1'V8I'd, Yale
and the Univer..ity Ilf ColoradoBoulder.
Justice, who has been riding for
five years and has captured three
state championships in track racing. said this will be the first event
the four members have participated
inasa team.

"The team pursuit involves a lot
of technique," Justice said. We're
doing it for the fust time. We're
hoping Cameron does well in the
pursuit. Tom should do well in the
sprint."
Justice said the competition will
feature some of lite top riders in
the country.
"There will be some members
from the United States team. There
are going to be some quality pe0ple. UCLA and Penn State are considered strong favorites," Justice
said.

